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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
-This study proposes to: (1) review the research avail" 
able regarding the gifted child and his teacher, (2) to con-
struct instruments (checklist; opinionnaire), (3) to gather 
data from the gifted and from those responsible for hir:l.ng 
their teachers, and ( 4) on the basis of this information, com ... 
pile a list of the ten teacher traits deemed most desirable 
both by the gifted and by those educators hiring teachers for 
these gifted children. The area of study is limited to the 
special classes for the gifted in the elementary schools listed 
in the 1952-53 United States Government Bulletin.!/ 
The writer will review available literature on the 
subject of the gifted in an endeavor to: 
1. Gain historical perspective as well as contemporary 
point of view. 
2. Gather information relative to characteristics of the 
gifted. 
3. Gather information relative to identification techni• 
ques to determine the giftedness of children. 
4. Study desirable teacher traits for teachers -of the 
gifted from gifted children's point of view. 
The writer will review available literature on the 
, subject of the teacher in an endeavor to: 
' 
1. Gain historical perspective as well as contemporary 
point of view. 
2. Gather information regarding teacher traits or 
characteristics. 
3. Gather information relative to the training of teachers 
for the gifted. 
!11 United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Statistics of Special Education for Exceptional Children, Bi-
ennial survey of Education in the United States, 1952-53, u. s. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, 1954, pp. 72-76. 
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4. Study desirable teacher traits for teachers of the 
gifted from an adult point of view. 
The literature reviewed will be materials from books, ' 
workshop reports, periodicials, reports, surveys, master's 
theses, a doctoral dissertation, and any other source of infer-
mation pertaining to the problem of the gifted child and his 
teacher. 
The checklist to be sent to both the pupils in the 
; special classes for the gifted in elementary schools and to 
those educators hiring teachers for these gifted will be pre-
pared after careful study of desirable teacher traits and will 
be presented to fellow members of the Seminar in Elementary Edu-
cation for discussion and refinement. 
The opinionnaire, constructed on the basis of infor-
mation sought relative to this problem of the gifted child and 
,· his teacher, will (1) attempt to gather first hand information 
regarding the IQ range in these special classes, (2) learn 
whether other than IQ is considered in assigning the gifted to 
these special classes studie~, (3) study educator philosophy 
regarding the special class~, and (4) gather educator opinion 
regar ding the training of teachers for the gifted. This in-
strument will also be presented to the Seminar and refined after 
discussion. 
This study has evolved because of an intense and per-
sonal interest in this matter of the gifted and his teacher in 
the elementary schools. It seems axiomatic to this writer that 
2 
education commensurate with ab ility should be an educational 
ideal in a democratic society and that teachers, cognizant of 
individual differences and trained to provide educational en• 
vironment for ~~1, are essential if each child in the elementary 
school classroom is to achieve his highest individual educational 
potential. This principle provides for the educational needs 
of the average, the retarded, and the accelerated, and the vari-
ous levels within these categories. 
From history it is safe to assume that each g eneration 
will have its trained leadership, trained how effectively, and 
for wb~ t depends upon the training process and the training per-
sonalities involved in that process. It is not difficult either 
to reason that these ~future leaders of our country in the arts, 
the sciences, in industry, in literature, in religion, and in 
govel''nment are in our elementary classrooms ."1/ 
This writer is by choice and training an elementary 
school teacher and as such, is interested in the promotion of 
the general welfare, the self-realization, and self-express ion 
of every individual in her classroom. This study, however, has 
to do with the gifted (superior) child and his teacher. If "The 
future leaders of our country in the arts, the sciences, in in-
dustry, in literature, in religion, and in government are in our 
1/ "The Gifted," Letter to Supervisors, Series 7, No. 6, Febru-
lary 1954, The University of the State . of New York, The State . Education Dept., Warren w. Knox, Asst. Commissioner for Instruc-
tional Services (Gen'l Education) 1 William E. Young, Director, 
Division of Elementary Education, Walter A. Begaron, Chief. 
Bureau of Elementary Education. 
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elementary classrooms" there is need for greater insight into 
the education of these "future leaders" and a study of the 
teacher in this educative process. 
It was the president of the Manitou Springs, Colorado, 
Board of Education, who once said in speaking of the gi.fted 
child to a Parent-Teacher's Association, "There is nothing so 
unequal as to treat the unequal child equal." In effect, he 
' was saying what others have said that "equal does not mean 
1dentical"l/ but that equality of educational opportunity should 
II 
be the ideal of education in a democracy. 
This school board president's remark, the neglected 
gifted child thesis as presented by Dr. Dora Purchard in a class 
at Colorado University, and a Boston University 1954 Seminar on 
the gifted under Dr. Marion Wiles stimulated this writer's 
thinking. The four volumes of Genetic Studies of Genius, A 
Study by Professor Lewis M. Terman and his collaborators based 
on the careers of fifteen hundred very bright children since 
1921, gave further impetus to this study. Especially challeng-
ing is the third volume of this series, aptly called "The Pro-
mise of Youth," from which this writer quotes: 
" ••• the mounting quantity and growing complexity of 
knowledge call more insistently for the masterful gen~ 
ius today than ever before. Disrupted social and eco-
nomic orders, from England to Japan and from Canada to 
VMoffatt, MaUrice P. and Hazel W. Howell, Elementary Social 
Studies Instruction, Longmans, Green, and Company, New York 
1952, p. 59. 
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the Argentine, are calling almost in vain for statesmen 
of genius and vision. The air, the sea and the bowels of 
the earth offer rnor e powerful incentives to the engineer 
and the inventor than ever have been offered. Mil lions 
still languish and die of diseases which the brain of man 
now, for the first time, has some chance to conquer •••• 
Lawmaking in most countries, and perhaps no more than in 
the United States, is chiefly the product of fourth-rate 
minds. Precisely because of the increasing complexity of 
civilization and of science, the call for genius now comes 
from hundreds of places from which it did not come in the 
days of Aristotle or even of Benjamin Franklin. The fer-
mer was able to systematize existing knowledge so well 
that his formulation satisfied the best minds for a thou-
sand years, while a formulation of 1930 is more than likely 
to be demolished by a new fact by the end of 1931. Electri-
city was one of several things about which Franklin learned 
nearly all that anyone of his day could possible learn; 
but in the field of electrical science alone there is now 
room for hundreds of scientific intellects as gifted as 
that of Franklin LYnci dentally, according to estimated 
IQ's based on data to age 17, Franklin's IQ was 1607. 
The sheer momentum of cultural forces may insure that some 
progress can be made by the moderately gifted, and that 
previous advances can be held even by mediocre minds;,ven 
so, the demand for intellect of truly giant proportions 
is incomparably greater in the twentieth than in any pre-
vious century. Where the call once broke the silence only 
at long intervals, it beats now in incessant tattoo. We 
seek advances in so many more directions than formerly 
because the perceptual possibilities of advance are ever 
becoming clearer and more numerous. 
The t1•uth appears to be, not that superior ability is likely 
to go begging, but that it will become more and more at a 
premium. This probably holds not only for ability of 
genius order but for the less exceptional grades of super-
iority as well."!/ 
These people are in our classrooms, many of them in 
our elementary classrooms. Elementary teachers must be able 
to recognize them and be the kind of teachers who can rightly 
1 l/Barbara Stoddard Burks, Dortha Williams Jensen, and Lewis M. 
Terman, Genetic Studies of Genius, Vol. III, The Promise of 
Youth, (Follow-up studies~ a thousand gifted children), Stan~ 
ford University Preas, Stanford University, California, 1930 
pp. 467-469. 
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direct their educational endeavor so that t heir lives will be-
come enriched as their minds become improved. 
In one of the late Leta S. Hollingworth's last pub-
lic addresses she said, ''The times cry out for leaders to guide 
the people safely in a world where, without vision, more people 
will perish in more different ways than have ever perished be" 
for e. "1/ Because of their potential leadership in the pro-
gress of human welfare in our nation and because nthe very sur-
vival of the democratic way of life may lie in their hands,ng; 
elementary school teachers especially must be able to help 
Johnn y Bright see through himself and to see himself through. 
It is in the elementary school that he establishes his attitudes, 
patterns of thinking, and habits of industry. 
This author, then, affirms the democratic educational 
philosophy that all children with their variations of capacity, 
interest, and ability need sympathetic help and understanding 
if they are to develop their highest potentialities and t hat 
every teacher's responsibility is to provide a ppropriate edu-
cational and cultural environment in which all children can 
weave their fullest and richest experiences on the loom of life. 
The author is aware of, but not here concerned with, the admin-
istrative problems of accelleration or enrichment versus special 
l/ Paul Wi tty ( Ed.) The Gifted Child, The American Association 
for Gifted Children, D. c. Heath and Co., Boston, 1951, p. 84. 
2/ Marion Schiefele, The Gifted Child in the Classroom, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, Ameri• 
can Book-Stratford Press, Inc., New York, 1953, Foreword, p.vii. 
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classes. While of necessity reference is made in this study to 
one particular administrative device (special classes), this 
is not to be misconstrued as an impassioned plea for special 
classes in order to provide a dynamic and effective educational 
opportunity for the gifted. 
The writer hopes that this study of the gifted child 
and his teacher, motivated by considerations of practical 1m~ 
port and a desire to gather together some pertinent and veri• 
fiable factual material regarding both the gifted and his 
teacher, may yield information helpful in the education of the 
gifted, and give insight into the selection of teachers for 
these gifted. The nature of the study is such that it will per-
mit a comparison of those teacher traits deemed most desirable 
by the gifted polled and those deemed most desirable by those 
educators choosing teachers for these gifted. 
7 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE 
1. The Gifted 
"The hope of the .future rests with those· of superior 
ability. From this group society must draw .its lea-
dership to guide human! ty tc) higher levels. ~ •• The 
gifted~ in whom lies the hope of the future; are negw 
lected. Yet, a complex and interdependent world must 
increasingly depend on new and better solutions to its 
problems of economics and security~ ·we must look to 
the gifted to provide these solutions."l/ 
"Gifted children will in future years make outstand-
. ing contributions to the progress and ·human welfare · · 
of our nation; indeed, the very survival of the demo-
cratic way of life may lie in their bands. Many· of 
them will serve · as leaders in government; industry• · 
labor and crafts; some will be inventors, engineer$, 
scientists, artists, composers and writers, the 
leadin§ doctors, educators and farmers of their 
times. Y . . . .. .. 
Although the _above quotations w.er~ written in the 
year 1953 A.D., the fact is that the importance of the gifted 
was recognized as .far b~ck as 400 B.~. 
Early ~ttel!lpts a!_~pe~~--~ati, o~~~.....!he gifted.• 
Plato's Republic., his book of the utopian psta.te, mB:d~ refer• 
ence to the tra.inin~ of citizens accordin~ to their abilities 
or that which they were best fitted to do. ~~ile a study of 
genetics disproves his idea of intellectuality being a dis ... 
tinguishing cha.racte~istic of nobility, he ~id at le~st ~ec~~" 
nize the importance _of utilizing the intellect_ually gifted as 
leadership material. Plato's plan for discovering those of 
.!TWil iTam R7Lueck., An I.n~rodli.Qtion_ to J~_!i.cbipg , Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, p. 165. 
2/ Marian Schiefe1e, Tb.e Gifted Child in · Regular C1assrooin, · 
l3ureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University~ 
-'meriean Book..,Stratford Press, Inc., New York, 1953, Foreword1 
P• vii. 
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superior ability consisted mainly in testing their "ability to 
detect deceit, recognize superstitions and to profit by trial 
and error learning. 11.!/ We do not know how the tests were conw 
struoted nor their degree of validity but 11 crude as the method 
. . . 
may appear today, it was a long forward step that 2300 years 
later reappeared in a more refined and elaborate form as a 
aeries of mental tests devised by the French psychologists 
Binet and Simon."g/ 
Plato advocated that those possessing unusual mental 
ability, be separated from those of average intelligence and 
given a specialized type of education providing for the mas• 
. . - ' . 
tery of science, philosophy, and metaphysics. Plato. who 
believed that the Greek democracy could hope to remain pre• 
eminent only so long as it provided the best educational op• 
portunities for those of its members who were to become its 
future leaders, hoped to find the future leaders of the state 
among these trained speciment.••· 
Parts of Plato's plan for the special education of 
the different levels of ability were adopted by the Romans, 
who "flourish ed in powerful magnificence" for more than 500 
years after the downfall of the Greeks. It is not known how 
these Roman superiors were chosen for special training, what 
tests were employed, nor how they were administered, but it is 
1/ Merie~. Sumption, Three Hundred Gifted Children, Yonkers•on~ 
Hudson, World Book Company, 1941~ p.-~ 
g/ Ibid., P• 1. 
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evident that the choice reflected a notion of mental and physiM 
cal superiority among the Romans as compared with other races 
and nationalities within the empire. "The families of noble 
bir'th imported Greek teachers • sometimes men of rank who had 
been enslaved " and installed them in their homes as tutors of 
their children. Sons of noble Romans w~re sp~cially trained 
for leadership in war, oratory and gover~ment•"!/ 
After the fall of the Roman Empire, Suleiman the 
Magnificent, a Turk, _ carried out noteworthy efforts to educate 
the· superior. This was in the sixteenth century when he sent 
talent scouts throughout the Turkish Empire with instructions 
to "examine and select t~e fai~~~~ stronges~, and most intel~ 
ligent youth of the Christian ·population ~or special education 
and· for upbringing in the Mobammedan _faith•"Y Th~se _ searchers 
for superiority went about over the empire a~ regular intervals 
and after vigorous selection (history tells us not on what 
basis) presented to the Sultan the choicest ~ouths they ~ould 
find. These were given an intensive training "to develop 
. - . 
leaders in war, religion, art and science"~ and it is probably 
. - . .. . . . .. . -
not coincidental that during the leadership of Suleiman, the 
Ottoman Empire developed into so great a power as to threaten 
y Ibid., P• 2. 
y Ibid., p. :3. 
y Ibid., P. 3it 
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at one time to conquer all of Europe. 
The experiences of the Greeks, the Romans and the 
Tu~ks lend credence to the effectiveness of special training 
for the superior child to accomplish desired goals. However, 
such organized training of superior children was almost non• 
·· ' 
existent during the seventeent~, eighteenth, and the major por• 
tion of the nineteenth century. There were during this time 
' ' ' 
isolated oases of private tutoring and out~tanding _ ao~omplish.­
ments: "Karl Witte was able to read French, German, Italian 
and Greek at the age of nine. His tutor had him rea~ for 
college at the age most children are learning to read. He re• 
oeived the doctor of philosophy degree from the University of 
Leipsic at the age of fourteen"1/ but educational philosophy 
was undergoing so radical a change in this period that educa-
tional policy, characterized by the concept that all men are 
created equal, made no provision for the gifted. Indeed from 
the emphasis of the Greeks, the Romans, the Turks, and even the 
thinking during the Renaissance, the Reformation and the Indus• 
trial Revolution, which put great -~mphasi~ 'l:lpon ~nt,~l~ec~ual 
superiority, we came to an era> where . the emphasis_ upon equ~li ~y 
rather than differences led to an attempt to standardize educa• 
tion, educational thought and procedure. 
The educational psychology of that time was perhaps 
dominated by the opinions of Herbart, who considered the mind 
1/ Ibid., P• 3. 
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an apperceptive mass with experience playing upon it and making 
it whatever it became and John Locke# who thought of the human 
mind as a blank tablet on which experience writee. "The mind 
was passive and relatively unimportant in the creation of the 
personality,"!/ said he. According to this experiential phi• 
losophy, the important thing was the controlled experience or 
training or education that left its imprint up~n _ that passive 
mind. A little later, Watson, the Behaviorist, contended that 
he could take any well•formed, healthy body and make of it what 
he pleased. It is easy to understand how in the period of con• 
formity, dominated by the educational and political philosophy 
of equality, special education for gifted children was given 
little or no thought. 
Private schools.• However, as Leta Hollingworth points 
out, "segregation of the gifted [.f.n tbe Ut:lited Sta~_ey has un-
intentionally occurred to a marked extent. Th.e~e ~egregation~ 
have come about on the basis of social and economic selection. 
It was not a conscious purpose to segregate the gifted from 
those of inferior intellectual powers, but ~his automatically 
happened, as able parents strove to keep their ~hildren clean, 
free from crowds and contagion, and to secure for them the bene" 
fits of teaching in sm~ll and congenial ~roup~"~ri~ate s~ho~lii 
y Merle R. Sumption, Three Hundred Gifted Children, World Book 
Company# Yonkers~on-Hudson, New York, 1941, p. 4. 
- . , . . . . - . . 
gj Leta · s. Hollingworth, -Gifted Children! Thei~ Nature and 
Nurture, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1926, p. 72. 
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In future discussion of this segregation Hollingworth 
adds that "Many of the private modern or experimental schools 
of the present day are virtually schools for superior children. 
their pupils all rating in the upper half of the distribution 
of general intelligence. Those in charge of them have been 
much surprised at the results of mental surveys., ~.aving supposed 
that their pupils were just good average children."!/ 
Public schools.• In the public school field., we have 
been slow to provide for the gifted in a way in keeping with 
their ability. We have directed ~our emphasis upon tl'l:e average 
and upon those below average to aid_ them _in attainin~ - - the goal 
of the average. The gifted in the public school classroom ~~~~ 
to a large extent., been left to get along as best they could•••• 
and · it bas been a :: cominon belief among educators., bankers., busi• 
nessmen and philanthropists that the gifted could take care of 
themselves. Yet., much time is spent marking time as they wait 
for their average classmates to complete an assig~ent that 
took them only a few minutes to accomplish. To take up the 
slack., they have been given errands to do., extra chores such as 
watering plants., answering telephones and taking announcements 
from the office to the various classrooms, but in a day when 
our country cries out for trained and capable leadership, "it 
is a tragedy that the gifted in our classrooms are not being 
given tasks commensurate with their potential capacity to 
!/Ibid • ., P• 275. 
investigate, explore and experiment."l/ 
"The pressing need for broadly informed and responsi-
ble leadership and for a more adequate supply of specialized 
talent in many fields makes it most imperative that the re-
sources of our abler youth not be wasted •••• the most important 
resources we have are not material, but human."g/ 
"one of the crying needs of the nation is to looate 
the boys and girls of high intellec·tual ability, 
locate them and"prepare them adequately for uni-
versity work •••• 
Are the students of high intellectual ability · be-
ing identified, are they being guided into proper 
channels? Are the boys and girls with ·artistic · 
gifts, in music or in the graphic arts~ being given 
an opportunity to develop these talents? Are the 
students who do not fall into either of the -pre-
ceding categories (and they · are by far · the great-
est number) being provided with a program which · 
keeps their interest high? Does · the education seem 
to them and their parents relevant to their ambi-
tions and needs? 
•••• our special contribution has been not in ab• 
straet thought nor in art nor poetry~ It has been 
rather in a demonstration that a certain type of' 
society long dreamed of by idealists can be closely 
approached in reality - a free society in which the 
hopes and aspirations of a large fraction of the 
1/ Opinion arrivedqat by a Seminar on the gifted at Boston 
University Workshop on the Exceptional Child, 1954. 
2/ "Bridging the Gap Between · School and College," The Furid · 
for Advancement of Education, Established by the Ford Founda-
tion, June 1953, quoted by Bernice · A. Tis sell' in 11 The Gifted 
Child in the Elementary School" (p. 1) a paper presented · 
in Boston University Seminar on the Gifted, July 10, 1954. 
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members find enduring satisfaction through out" 
lets once reserved by only a small minority of 
mankind. To bring us still closer to this real-
ity should be the aim of education in the United 
States."1:/ 
Special classes, one of three administrative devices 
for the education of the gifted.• Perhaps the problems of pub• 
lie school administrators in providing adequate education for 
the gifted are best reflected in these lines from the Superin" 
tendent of the Rochester, New York, Public Schools: 
"When we b.a ve · the wheat all · sifted 
And we know which are the gifted, 
Shall we just accelerate? 
Or segregate? Or mitigate? · 
How best are the gifted lifted?~,Y' 
"The future leaders of our oounery· in the arts, 
sciences, in industry, ixi literature, in r ·eli-
gion and in government are in our elementary 
school claasrooms. · Increasingly, · educators are 
cowing ~o realize that the children of high 
mental ability are · probably -destined to assume 
important leadership responsibilities. - Cer-
tainly these gifted children ·nave the poten• 
tia.l for leadership functions •"Y 
There is really no such thing as the equal education 
of all, for all are not equal. The philosophy of the era 
earlier referred to in this paper is inadequate and ineffective 
unless we inject into that concept the additional qualifications 
"according to ability." The late Professor Bagley, who wrote 
1/ Bulletin -No• 22, Wellesley, Mass. Public Schools, February 
Il, 1955, p. · 1, quoted from Eduoat~.Qn fo!.__!.._P..!~!m by Dr. James B. 
Conant, 1950. 
y Reported in Guiding Your · Gift.ed Child-a ·Handbook for Teachers, 
Administrators, and Parents. Prepared by a Teacher's Conunit·tee, 
Group A. The Philadelphia Suburban School Study Council, 1954. · 
3/ Ibid. 
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with particular scorn of training the gifted for leadership and 
proposed instead that the important thing was to "teach the 
average people when and where to tell their would be leaders 
. .. 
to get off," did the cause of the gifted a grave injustice. 
The Bagley point of view, which is as illogical as to argue that 
children should have the same religious beliefs or identical 
medical treatment, is unfortunately still quite widespread and 
is perhaps one factor in the dilemma of some administrators 
in seeking to make adequate provision for the education of all. 
4fter some fifty-four years of experimentation with 
some special education for the gifted it would seem the cause 
has bad its ups and downs. "The first school for the gifted 
was begun in 1901 when pupils did the work of the grades under 
superior teachers, but when ready were permitted to take high 
school subjects. By 1930 no less than t~irty cities had 
schools or classes for the gifte~ pupils."]/ 
The research for this study was based upon the 
twenty•four school systems in the United States havin~ special 
classes for the gifted in elementary schools as reported in 
the 1952-53 Biennial report of the United States Government. 
A part of this research included writing to _each o~ these 
twenty•four city superintendents of public schools. Replies 
from s~ ev~n -;:, of them indicated t:t_le Biennial report of the United 
States Government was in error. They had at no time had 
\ 
y William- ·R7Lu.eck, An ·· Intro_d_p.ctl-. oA.. to T~hing, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, p. 164, ~53. . 
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special classes for their gifted. In five cities the special 
classes for the gifted had been _ disconti~ued. Yet other school 
systems in the United States obviously have begun special 
classes for their gifted since the last Government report was 
printed. Progress seems slow yet how well we meet the chal• 
- . 
lenge of these gifted "will determine how far this great re-
servoir of potential achievement can be released for the bene-
fit, not only of each individual child but for our State and 
Nation as well."!/ 
It is not the purpose of this thesis to argue the 
merits of the plan of segregation or special classes for the 
gifted. A record of the verifiable accomplishments of vari• 
ous schools using this administrative device would make an 
- . - . 
interesting contribution to the field of education, however. 
If the reader would like to pursue this thought, a good start• 
ing place would be the report of Edith Fox Carlson, "Project 
- . . - " ._ 
for Gifted Children: APsychological Ev~luation," American 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. xy (October 1945) PP• 648• 
661. Also ~bought provoking is her "Problems i~ Eduo~ting the 
Highly Endowed," _ Jou~naJ of Exceptional Children, yol. XIII, 
(April 1947 ) , PP• 201-202 in which she cites case studies to 
demonstrate that smugness, feelings of superiority, and other 
undesirable characteristics are alleviated when bright children 
JJ "The=:-Gifted," Letter to _.Suj?er.,Yisors, Series · 7, No. 6, Februw 
ary 1954, The University of the State of N.Y., . TheState Edu• 
cation Dept., Warren. w. Knox, Asst. Co:rimtissiorier for Instrtic•· ···· 
tional Services I William E. Young, Dir. I Division of ElemEmtary 
Education, Walter A. Begaron, Chief, Bureau of Ele. School Edu. 
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are placed in classes with their intellectual peers. She ad• 
vocates special class placement for the gifted in order to 
"bring about better s elf ... I•ealiza tion and self-evaluation.".!/ 
The doctoral dissertation of William P. Schwartz throws 
further light on the subject by reporting a study o~ the rela-
tive progress made by two groups of bright childi'en; _one group 
taught in special classes and one in regular classes. The two 
groups, experimental and control, were equated on the following 
. ~. . " . . . ~ 
bases: grade, intelligence quotient, chronological age, sex, 
and socioeconomic background. At the end of a four months' 
interval the gifted group excelled consistently in all grades. 
This group was also superior to the control group in person• 
ality traits. Schwartz concluded: "The real purpose of the 
special class seems to lie in the assignment of tasks which 
challenge the child's interests and <?apac~ty, the enrichment 
of the curriculum to include a wide variety of experiences 
. . ... ... 
which are not possible in a regular class, the _opp()rtunity to 
think and to discuss with other children of eq~al ability the 
problem of life within their grasp, the development of initia" 
tive and independence of thought, and las~, but not least, the 
realization of responsibility to the community, looking toward 
y Edith Fox Carlson, ·"Problems in Educating · the Highly En-
dowed," Journal of Exceptional Children, Vol. XIII, April 
1947, PP• 201•202. 
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the use of their powers for the benefit of mankind."l/ 
In 1930 The White House Conference of Child Health 
estimated there were "one and one half million pupils of super• 
ior in~elligence varying so greatly as to require special edu• 
oation."g/ Lueck concurs in this estimate and mentions I~'s of 
110 to 140 as marks of giftedness .y It is imperative that 
• 
adequate opportunity be provided for the education of superior 
people. The tendency to think of special classes in terms of 
the lower deviates is not enough, their "suffrage"j/ notwith-
standing. This author would not deny them the right to vote 
but would point out that in order for our democracy to survive, 
. -- .. 
they must have capable, well-trained leaders for whom to cast 
their votes. 
As Hildreth says: 
"Lavish provisions have been made in public school 
education for the slow and handicapped; this is as 
it should be to prevent these children from becoming 
social liabilities; but a fraction of this special 
provision if directed toward developing the· girted 
child's assets might spell the differenc-e betwe-en · 
major contributions ·· and none at all. The real re-· 
tarded students in our school system are not ·the 
slow learners but the gifted who remain undiscovered 
y William P. Schwartz, The Effect of Homogeneous Clas s_ifica• · 
tion on the Scholastic Achievement and PersonalitY DeveloP'iile"nt 
of Gifted Pupils in the Elementary and Junior High Schools, 
Doctoral Dlssertat~on, New York Univer~ity, 1943. 
V Mildred Deutsch, Unpublished Thesis. 
~ William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, p. 164. 
if Dr. Helen Sullivan in address to Workshop on Exceptional 
Children at Boston University, July 1954. 
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or are not sufficiently challenged at school."!/ 
2. Characteristics of the Gifted Child 
Misconc~ptions concerning the gifted. • Perhaps it is 
due to the emphasis upon standardization and equality during 
the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries that the 
gifted have come in for such rough appraisal and so little pro-
vision educationally speaking. In fact, it may well be that 
_ many of the misconceptions that have clung to the phenomena 
of giftedness find their root in this perio~. A study of the 
characteristics of the gifted would n~~ be complete without 
some reference to these misconceptions. 
An opinion once held by many and by some even today 
is that "precocity is a morbid, psychic condition and those 
manifesting it lack vitality and resistance. Presumptious 
ideas, not based upon fact or findings, find expression in the 
thought that the intellectually gifted are the physically handi-
capped. The precocious child or adult is supposed to be a 
rather undersized, anemic'- physically impoverished individual 
on the margin of collapse."g/ 
Today there are many writers who effectively refute 
those claims, most ~~table amo~g th~m perhaps the two outstand• 
ing American Psychologists, Professor Lewis M. Terman and the 
y Gertrude Howell Hildreth, Educating Gifted Childrerl' at Hunter 
College Elementary School, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1'952, 
P• 15. 
£1 Paul Boynton, Intelligenoe, -rts Manifestations ·and Measure• 
ments, D. Appleton and Company, New !ork, 1938, p. 118. 
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late Leta s. Hollingworth, but Francis Galton, an English 
Scholar, pioneer in genetics, father of eugenics, and cousin 
of Charles Darwin, was the first to question the verity of this 
concept. He wrote his Hereditary Genius in 1869 in which he 
said:. 
"There is -a prevalent belief that men of genius are 
unhealthy, puny beings - all brain and no muscle -
weak-sighted and generally of poor constitutions. I 
think many would be surprised at the stature and phy-
sical frames of the heroes of history -if they should 
be assembled together in a ball. - I would -undertake 
to pick out of any group of them, even out of that of 
the Divine, an 'eleven' who should compete in any phy-
sical feats whatsoever, against similar selections 
from groups of twice or thrice their numbers; -taken 
at haphazard from equally well-fed classes •••• I do not 
deny that many men of extraordinary mental gifts have 
bad wretched constitutions, but I do dEmy ·them to be 
an essential or even the usual accompaniment. Uni-
versity facts are as good as any others to serve as 
examples, so I will mention that both high wranglers 
and high classics have been frequently the first 
oarsmen of their years •••• It is the second and third-
rate students who are usually weakly. · A collection 
of living magnates in various branches of intellec-- ' 
tual achievement is always a feast to ·my eyes; ·being, 
as they ·are, such massive, vigorous, capable-looking 
animals .ny _ _ 
While objective measurements of the gifted do not 
fully and completely substantiate the enthusiastic position · 
of Galton with respect to the physical characteristics of the 
intellectually gifted, still they do nullify the effectiveness 
of the cartoonists' conception of the thin~chested, gaunt• 
looking, hollow-eyed prodigy of yesteryear. 
y Francis Galton~ Hereditary Genius, Appleton and Company, 
1891, PP• 331-332. 
Likewise it is unfortunate that the gifted child, be• 
cause of his wealth of knowledge and eager pursuit of informa• 
tion, bas been labeled a "book-learner," "a verbalist," "a 
book worm," "a Brain," "a Quiz Kid." Retention and association 
seem to characterize the gifted child and enable him to con• 
verse intelligently about many subjects. Those who look upon 
these traits deprecatingly fail to realize that the gifted one 
does not pursue knowledge for knowledge's sake but rather, as 
a diving board into the deep waters of new interests, greater 
experiences and better insight. 
It is also unfortunate that the gifted child has 
often been dubbed an "introvert." Those who withdraw from 
normal surroundings and life-like situations to pursue infor• 
mation for information's sake are not in the category of the 
truly gifted. An introvert is not a well-rounded individual; 
a gifted child is. 
Kugelmass strikes a sad note when he says: "Civili~ 
zation is cr~ted by the gifted and yet the world is prejudiced 
against them. Parents consider them delicate, teachers find 
them difficult, schools deem them ~isturbing and physicians 
have diagnosed them as maladjusted•".!/ . 
Gesell writes how Alexis Carrell, who collaborated 
with Charles Lindbergh in the invention of the mechanical 
y Newton Kugelmass, Growing Superior Children, -n. Appleton-
Century Company, New York, London, 1935, p. 400. 
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heart a few years ago, characterized men of genius as "Ill 
balanced, unhappy beings, with tumorous o~ergrowth, as dis-
harmonious as the criminal and the insane."!/ 
Some of these mistaken ideas are attributable to the 
I 
fact that perhaps the most intensive and best known studies of 
gifted ·children, those conducted by Terman of Stanford Univer8 
sity and Hollingworth of Teachers College, Columbia University, 
used mental superiority as the primary indication of gifted~ 
ness. Terman required an intelligence quotient of 140 as 
measured by the Stanford-Binet Test of Intelligence, and 
Professor Hollingworth used 130 IQ measured by the same test. 
This poses the question, of course, of a valid level of de• 
marcation and is highly debatable E:.-;- . are we justified in 
assuming tb.at a youngster of 130 is gifted and a youngster 
of 129 is not? Obviously the intellectual score is not a 
sufficiently accurate criterion when taken alone and may even 
vary as much as from 109 to 200 as in the schools polled for 
, , this study. 
More· ~~ate conce~i<?,ns .90.'fl.O~J'n!E£.... the gif_!;ed. • 
o. J. Johnston made a study in St. Paul in which thi~ty-tr~ee 
teache_rs in charge of special classes were asked to rate over 
900 students. This was not an objective rating but was an 
. . . 
attempt at a formal subjective analysis along certain lines of 
, . . ·~ :"' } 
y--Ar"iiold Gesell, M. D., StudieL.!E Child -pevelopment, Harper 
and Brothers, New York and London, 1948, p. 151. 
approach rather than a mere generalization. The teachers were 
practically agreed that the "bright" children were more in~ · 
quisitive, imaginative, courteous, cooperative and possessed 
a keener sense of humor than the av.rage school child. In ad-
dition, there was a fairly uniform agreem~nt to the effect ~ha~ 
1 
the bright children were more willing to take suggestions, were 
more talkative, expressed their opinions mora readily, a~d were 
not . more domineering, egotistical, o.r easily discouraged. 
George E. Hill bas sum.marized the characteristics o~ 
the mentally superior in this way: 
"1. The fast learner is characterized by quick 
reaction time, as a rule, and by superior ease 
.of·· assimilation. He can absorb the same body o:f 
knowledge in a fraction of the time required for 
the average learner or the slow learner ·. ·To· quote 
Burton, 'power to learn is a distinctive charac-
teristic of . gifted child.I'en.' As a general rule 
they read more rapidly and with greater comprehen-
sion~ There are, of course, some exceptions to 
this. Witty found one disability cas·e · in reading 
in a ninth grader who had an IQ of 135. In the 
same gre.de groups in Albany, · New York,·· the A 
(Superior) group bad an average reading age six 
years higher than the average rea ding · age for the 
C (low) group. This is a difference of unusual 
importance, especially in fields such as the ape .. 
cial studies, in which reading ability is of great 
import. 
2. The superior pupil, as a rule, has· greater · 
power of concentration and sustained atteritTone 
Given reasonable degree of interest, the bright 
pupil can, if he will, ·concentrate on an intellec• 
tual task for considerable lengths of 'time 'without 
apparent fatigue. This mental endilrance is also · 
a significant learning characteristic. Its impli-
cations are at once apparent. 
. . . 
3. The superior student tends to be superior in 
originality, initiative, and intellectual curiosity. 
He is capable of self-direction. 
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4. The bright pupil has~ or tends to have. superior 
powers of geheralizatioh. · He is much quicker to see 
underlying principlesi to relate similar elements in 
a situs. tion. In fact, at times he can be surprisingly 
alert to the 'pbint of suggesting ' generalizations which 
even the teac~er may b~ve missed. 
5. Similarly, the superior pupil tends to be superior 
in his ability to deal with abstractions. He posses-
ses superior reasoning ability. 
6. Gifted pupils also tend to have superior powers 
of self-criticism - · to know when they do not know. 
They do not require, in many ·· instances,· more than a 
hint in order to correct errors they have made. 
7. The fast learner also t~nds to ·bave greater ver-
satility· and vitality of interests, - wider .range of 
interest, and gre~J.ter special talen~s ~"-.!/ _ 
-Terman in his study of one thousand five . hundr ed and 
fifty-eight gifted children reveal~ some characteristics which 
are g~nerally typical of the gi~ted child. 
1. "They possess superior ability· in reasoning, gen• 
eralizing, dealing with · abstractions, comprehending · 
meanings; thinking logically, and recognizing relat• 
ionships. 
2. They learn more rapidly and easily. 
3. They possess superior insight into ~~oblems. 
4. They have a wider range of interests. 
5. They show greatest superiority 'in readin€( abiri ty, 
both in speed and · comprehension; language usage; arith-
metical reasoning, science, lit~ature; ~nd the arts. 
6. They do effective work independently. 
7. They show leas patience with routine procedures and 
V · Karl c. Garrison; l'he PsYcholog~ - of Exc e~tioruil Childre.P.., 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 195 , PP• 26 -2o9. 
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drill. 
a. Thai are slightly heavier and taller in relation to 
height. !/ 
Karl c. Garrison in his book~ The Psychology of Ex-
ceptional Children, adds to this impressive list: 
1. "They show intellectual curiosity. 
2. They apply .originality and initiative for intellectual 
tasks. 
3. They have a longer interest span. 
4. Gifted boys excel · gifted girls in general · information 
(Arithmetic~ Spelling, Science, and History} while girls 
over ten are ·slightly superior to boys of that age in 
language ability. 
5. Socially and emotionally the gifted. child shows super-
iority and desirable personality traits and they create 
more im~&inary playmates in the case of the younger gifted 
child."Y 
Paul Witty, f~om whose _prolific pen ha~ come much 
of the current litera tu~e regardi:t:tg the g;i~ted -~~~ld_,_ wri tea: 
1. "He performs h.!fi;hly difficult mental tasks f_i.n ability 
described as powe!:(. . 
2. He exhibits greater trustworthiness when under tempta ... 
tion to cheat. 
3. He shows less inclination to boast or overstate his 
'knowledge. 
4. He outgrows children's literature more quickly and his 
y as quoted by Marian ·soheifele in The -Gifted Child in the 
Regular Classroom, (No. 12 Practical Suggestions for Teaching) 
Hollis L. Caswell~ Editor~ Bureau of Publications~ ·Teachers 
College~ Columbia University, New York, 1953~ p. 6. 
. . . . . ,. . . . - .. . 
gj Karl c. Garrison, ' The ·psycholog:r of ·ExceEtional_ Ch_!ldren, 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 1950, p. 210. 
. \ 
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interest in comics declines earlier than that of 
his classmates."l/ 
Herbert A. Carroll adds the following to the charac• 
teristics mentioned above: 
1. "The gifted exhibit greater superiority in attain~ 
ment~ in abstract subjects and less in manual activi-
ties. 
2. They have an interest in the future, a concern 
with origin, destiny, and death though unable emo-
tionally to . ace ept rea li ties of the latter. "Y 
Leta s. Hollingworth adds other characteristics as 
follows: 
1. "They are somewhat stronger and healthier; well 
nourished. 
2. They are relatively free from nervous disorders. 
3. They ·are a little more advanced in ossification 
of bones. 
4. They reach maturity at an earl~er age."~ 
It is evident that the truly gifted have more than 
. - .. - . .. 
mere intelligence to recommend them and, contrary to popular 
opinion, selection of children for (Professor Hollingworth's) 
experimental classes was made on a much broader basis than 
\ 
1/ Paul Witty, Improving the Reading of Gifted Children a.na 
Youth, The Packet, D. c. Heath an'd Company Service Bulletin 
for Elementary Teachers, 6:~, March 17, 19?~· 
gj Herbert A. Carroll, Genius in the Makipg, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1940, p. 262. _ . _ _ 
'§/ as quoted by Marian Schiefele, The Gifted Child in the Regu-
lar Classroom, No~ 12 Practical Suggestions for Teaching, 
Hollis L. Caswell, Editor, Bureau of Publications, ' Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1953, P• 6. 
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• 
intelligence alone. While a level of mental ability as measured 
by an IQ ( S-B) of 130 or above was a minimum requirement for 
admission, "other factors considered either in the initial 
selection or in the retention of children in the school were 
social adaptability, emotional maturity. and qualities of phy-
sical fitness."l/ 
Lewis M. Terman and others cite further indications 
of giftedness in the following ways; 
1. "They may show as much unevenness in abilities 
in subject matter as other children. 
2. They show more interest in abstract than practi-
cal subjects. 
3. They have the same type of play interest ana acti-
vities in general but frequently have plan preferences 
tb.a t reveal a level · of interest two or _three years be• 
yond their age norm. 
4. They show a greater ·preference for games involving 
rules and systems - complicated games requiring think• 
ing."g/ 
Those attending a Seminar on the gifted as a part 
of the Boston University Workshop for Exceptional Children. 
1954, highlighted these qualities: 
wl . Characteristics of Gifted Children: 
a. Physical Characteristics 
The gifted children as a group are above the 
physical norms for American born children in 
all respects - height; weight, breadth of shoul-
ders and hips and muscular strength. Maladies 
,!}Paul Witty, Editor, The Gifted Child, The American Association 
for Gifted Children·, A Gen·etie Study of Genius, D. c. Heath and 
Company, Boston. 1951. p. 51. 
~ewis M. Terman, Mental and Phrsioal Traits · or a ·Thousand 
Gifted Children, A Genetic Study of Genius, Vol. I, 
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such as general weakness, frequent headaches, 
poor nutrition, marked mouth breathing are 
less common and indications of nervousness 
were reported in 20 per cent fewer gifted 
children than in controls. Defective vision 
is found to be 25 per ·· cent more common and 
tonsillectomies are twice as numerous -as iD 
the norm group. Sleep and dietary regimes 
were found to be superior. 
b. Mental Characteristics 
Dorothy Norris, Supervisor of Major Work Classes, 
Cleveland, and others listed the following as 
mental characteristics of the gifted - skill in 
thinking; superior reading ability, more rapid 
learning, ability to generalize, recognition of 
relationships, comprehension of meanings, logi-
cal thinking, less patience with routine, many 
interests, a high degree of common sense and 
power of self-criticism •••• 
c. Interests and Attitudes 
Among the important characteristics Of gifted 
children in their wide spread interest in aca• 
demics, hobbies, sports · and games. In academics 
they · tend to fa vor literature, debating, drama-
tics, and ancient history. In hobbies t hey tend 
to make collections which are large and more of-
ten scientific than those among the generality. 
In measures of intellectual, social, and activity 
interest, 90 per cent of the gifted rate ·aoove · 
the control group in intellectual interests, 84 
per cent in social interest, and in activity in-
terests no reliable difference was found. Th·e 
gifted child tends to be more liberal and under-
standing in his attitude toward others. 
d. Personality Traits 
Terman named adventuresomeness as the -outstand-
ing characteristic of gifted children. · Other 
characteristics include ·ambition, depends.bili ty, · 
energy, friendliness, happiness, · honesty, · leader-
ship, originality and politeness. He further 
listed· common sense, humor., cooperation, imagi-
nation, d~sire to know and excel, ·self-confidence, 
inquisitivenessand willingness to take sugges-
tions. Hollingworth reported a group a veraging 
eighteen and a half years old as l ess neurotic, 
more self-suff icient and less subJff-ssive than the 
typical of this age. 
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2. Mental Hygiene 
In the field of education an understanding of · 
the principles of mental hygiene is important, 
but in the education of -the gifted it is in• 
finitely more important. This contention is 
true as evidenced by the exis -tence of so many 
misconceptions about the gifted and also be-
cause of -the great need for improvement in the 
methods -used for the education of the superior 
child •••• 
There have been many studies made which have 
discounted misconceptions but the most · out~ 
standing of' these is the one made by Terman -
and is included in his book, The Gifted Child 
Grows Up. He shows that the gifted child tends 
to be above average in growth and health. He 
has- a wide range of human interests. His men-
tal traits are usually rounded into wide range 
of human interests. His mental traits are 
usually rounded into an integrated personality 
because he is guided by a rather high degree of 
common sense, breadth of mind and the power - of 
self•criticism. As for the social maladjust-
ment, it is less prevalent among the giftee 
than among the generality. When it does occur, 
however, there are cases in which the causes · 
are the same as those for any other type child. 
In some cases the ·causes are intensified by 
high intelligence. 
It has also been fourid by Terman that as a rule . 
intellectually superior childrEm grow up and be-
come intellectually superior adults~ Gifted 
children do not tend to die young but rather have 
lower death rate than the generality. The in .. 
sanity and suicide rate is closer to normal -but 
still slightly lower. · Moreover; the delinquincy 
rate is extremely low. Finally, the marital 
rate is equal to the rate for the generality 
and higher · than that of the college graduate 
generality. The marital and social adjustments 
compare favorably with less selected groups. 
Pa ren t__L!E.2-_~ ckground · 
The home is an · important factor in the education 
of every child. It is especially important for · 
the gifted child because he has the potentialities 
for making a greater contribution to society •••• 
LYei7the attitude of the parents of gifted children 
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can be classified into three categories:. inferior, 
average, and superior. In general, reports show 
that parents of mentally sup.erior children have 
more desirable attitudes tP~n the parents of men-
tally average or retarded children. However, there 
are significant cases where the parents ·of super• 
ior children show only superficial, average, or 
inferior ·eoncern over the giftedness of their 
children. A parent with an inferior attitude fears 
that his child will be maladjusted. His desire of 
wanting the child to be normal ·will hinder the 
development and growth of the child's mental abil• 
ity. At the other extreme, there is the parent 
who is so thrilled that his child is gifted that 
he exploits his talents and shows off the fact 
that his child is gifted but DOES NOTHING TO fur• 
ther his development in any way. A parent with 
a superior attitude cooperated fully with all 
agencies and people who can help his child. · He 
cooperated with the school personnel in determin-
ing his child's curriculum needs; he cooperated· 
with guidance counselors in helping : hts · child to 
select a possible vocation; he encourages his child 
to develop the social aspects of his personal! ty 
by joining community organizations such as boy 
scouts, etc.; he cooperated with the local branch 
library in seeing that his child has access to 
suitable rea ding and reference rna terial s. In · 
short, the parent with superior attitudes recog-
nizes the gift of his child -and does all he can 
to stimulate and develop it •••• 
3. creativitz _ . 
Creativity is manifested in all areas of living ·-
in people's work and play, in · their daily contact 
with other human beings. · It is evidenced ' by ·those 
in the physical sciences 1 in the· social sciences, 
in industry, in the arts, in political sciences 
and political relations. · It is an important qual• · 
ity for leadership in all fields of human endeavor. 
Creative ability probably exists to some degree 
in every norm&l human being arid is exhibited to 
the extent that people · show resourcefulness, ·in• 
itiative, independence, ·originality, arid imagi-
nation in the successful solution of problems. 
However, Terms.n and Hollingworth both agree that 
a majority of -gifted children show a high degree 
of creativity. The implications of this in terms 
of developing future leaders cannot safely be 
overlooked. 
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Some of the characteristics of creative thought 
and expression include: a tremendous degree of 
interest in a subject, the involvement of the 
total personality in the creative work, easy · 
destructibility Tof7 the creative idea in ita 
embryonic· stages if mishandled or neglected, a 
breaking away from routine, a. ·spirit of free-
dom, an experimental attitude. 
A healthy, well-adjusted personality is essen-
tial if an individual's creativity is to reach 
its fullest fruition. The gifts of many promisw 
ing youngsters have been lost to the world be• 
cause deepset emotional disturbances carry with 
them unrealistic self-criticism, destructive 
self-doubt (even more exaggerated by the sensi-
tiveness of the gifted child) which inhibit the 
creative process. 
Finally, three things need to be done to de• 
velop creativity: discover those childr.en with 
ability by means of better tests, provide the 
proper guidance and environment for healthy -
growth, provide community projects where crea;.. 
tive ability and interest can be expressed and 
nurtured."]} . . . 
The Upper Darby (Pennsylvania) Committee for 
the study of the gifted adopted the following checklist of 
attributes of the gifted child: 
"Phys ica 1 Tra ita 
1. Tend to be stronger, healthier, taller, heavier 
than the average. 
2. Do not become fatigued as quickly a~ _ the average. 
3. Dislike routine and repetitive tasks. 
4. Tend to mature earlier tP~n others of the same age. 
5. Manual and motor abilities not so superior as are 
y Sybil Gayle Haydel, "Institute on the Education of the 
Exceptional Child," a paper submitted to the "Seminar on · the 
Gifted" at Bostori University June 28 • July 10, 1954, PP• 3-7. 
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intellectual abilities. 
Mental Traita 
1. Possess intellectual curiosity. 
2. Possess large and picturesque vocabulary which 
they use accurately and they have originality of 
expression. 
3. Have long interest span and attention span. 
4. Show keen powers of analysis, systhesis and 
reasoning. 
5. Are able to work with abstractions. 
6. Learn rapidly - do well in academic work which 
they often master in about half the usual time. 
7. Have good memory and can recall details. 
8. Show an outstanding degree of originality, re-
sourcefulness, initiative, and imag~nation. 
9. Display wide range of interests. 
10. Have capacity for self•appraisal. 
11. Like to read both intensively and extensively. 
. . . . . . 
12. Require less detailed and repeated instructions -
often resist suggestions. 
13. Are capable of planning and organizing. 
14. Have great sensitivity to cultural stimuli. 
15. Show an ability to see qualitatively as well as 
quantitatively. 
16. May appear bored or lazy whe:tl un~hallenged~ 
17. Possess a high capacity for self-direction. 
Social-Emotional Traits 
1. Tend to associate with those of same mental age. 
2. Are enthusiastic about activities - tend toward 
those which require thinking. 
3l.t 
3. Are generally good citizens (evidence respect 
for l.a w and order) • 
4. Have potential for leadership. 
5. May appear to be boastful due to positiveness 
of knowledge. 
6. Tend to enjoy individual activities. 
7. Possess acute sensitivity to normal problems 
of adolescence. 
a. Respond quickly to the feelings of others. 
9. Are concerned about school marks .. feel parental 
pressure ~robably because they expect so much of 
thems el v e!J. 
- . 
10. Have cheerful disposition~ tend to be optimistic. 
11. Are emotionally healt~y. 
12. · Show keen sense of personal responsibility. 
13. Are superior morally~ high in honesty. 
14. Make an easy adjustment to new situations. 
15. Strive for group recognition."!/ 
A comparison of forty-eight superior Speyer School 
children with fifty-six mental retardates gives to us the fol• 
- . 
lowing "traits observed particularly in the bright: _ autoz:omy~ 
creativity~ dominance~ affiliation~ protectiveness~ play partiw 
cipation and achievement L;herea!7 •••• the retarded evidenced 
dependence~ seclusion~ rejection~ placidity and defense behav• 
ior."gj 
17 Checklist of attributes of the gifted adopted by the Upper 
Darby~ Penns{lvania~ Committee for the Study of the Gifted 
(taken from Organizing for the Education of the Gifted Child" 
a Progress Report ·or Suburban School Study Council 1948-49~ 
mimeographed pamphlet. · · ·· · · · -
gj as reported in Review of Educational Research~ Vol. XXIII, 
No. 5, December 1953. 
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Bentley describes gifted children as those of un• 
usually high memtal capacity, with extraordinary aptitude for 
school work, and with special talents for making superior con~ 
tributions to society ~hildren of 110 IQ or bettei7.1/ 
The importance of special abilities and mechanical 1 
talents is suggested by Osburn and Rohan.!( 
Carroll and Martens describe the gifted child as 
one who excells in creative thinkin~ and abstract . reasoning_#_ 
has a wide scope of interests, and produces work of superior 
quality. The concept of giftedness sh~uld inc~ude no~ only men• 
tal superiority, but also the physical, social, moral, and edu-
cational status of the individuals in addition to the relative 
development of special gifts of abilities.~ 
"Professor Hollingworth did much to dispel the 
popular idea that a gifted child is a physical 
weakling, an odd! ty in personal appearance, or 
an eccentric personality. She showed that the 
gifted are usually superior in physique ·and 'phy ... 
sical stamina, are more pleasing in appearance 
than the a verage, are more stable emotionally, 
and have a low rate of juvenile misbehavior and 
delinquency. •y . . . . 
~John E. Bentley, Superior · Children, New York, w. w. Norton 
and Company, New York, 1937, p. 331. . 
gj w. J. Osburn and B. D. Rohan, Enrichiny ' the Curriculum for 
Gifted Children, MacMillan, New York, 193 , p. 401. 
- . . . . · 
y H. A. Carroll, "Intellectually Gifted Children: Their Char• 
acteristics and Problems~" Teachers College· Record 42:212-227, 
1940 and Elise H. Martens and Others, -Teachers' Problems with 
Exceptional Children; Gifted Children, u. s. Office of Educa-
tion Pamphlet No. 41, 1933, of 45 pages. 
. . . , . , 
y Paul Witty, Editor, The Gifted Child# {The American Associa-
tion for ·Gifted Children) D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1951, P• 85• 
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To epitomize the findings of these various authorities re8 
garding the traits or characteristics of the gifted, one oould con• 
elude that the truly gifted have: superior mental ability, physi~ 
cal durability, emotional stability, social adaptability and 
moral dependability. 
3. Techniques Used in Identifying the Gifted.-
"Research workers generally agree that plans should be made 
to identify the gifted childearly in order that a long-term 
program of education may be planned. This program should be .. 
gin in the home and should include adequate and cont inuous 
conseling after the child enters school. Guidance is fre• 
quently necessary if the gifted pupil Liho is different be• 
he is gifte~is to become a well-adjusted, happy, and sue• 
cesfull personality. "1/ 
Perhaps it should be mentioned here that the earlier the 
child's giftedness is recognized and appreciated, the better for 
the child. In those early formative years, before he becomes a 
part of the school program, a glorious opportunity is given the 
conscientious parent to help Johnny prepare himself for all that 
comes after. Gesell in his book The Mental Growth of the Pre• 
S~~~ ol Child draws an analogy which has stimulated the author's 
mind greatly. He says that when a shipbuilder builds a ship, be 
lays down the timber first, the trimming and rigging come laterw 
often after launching. ~~t counts first, l~st, and most in the . 
ship are her planking, her beall} and her keel. How she will mind 
the rudder, how she will take the waves, and will weather the sea 
are the fundamentally influenced by what happened when she was 
"on the stock." In a very profound way ~re-achool years are 
17 Paul Witty;-Editor, American Association for Gifted Children, 
~he Gift~~ Child, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 1951, p. 269. 
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when the child is "on the stocks" and since all growth is con• 
tinuous it is necessary to take cognizance _of this pre-school 
era in order to understand the whole child. 
Historians have not told us how early the Greeks~ 
Romans, and Turks identified their gifted nor the qualities 
they attributed to them. Plato referred to their ability to 
detect deceit (insight), to recognize superstition (good 
thinkers), and to profit by trial and e~ror (ability to apply 
knowledge and experience to themselves). The Romans' choice 
reflected mental and physical superiority. The Turks identi-
fied them as "the fairest, strongest, and most intelligent 
youths." We do not know what test or tests any of these peow 
ple used as the basis of their selections, nor do we know 
their ages when identifitea. We know only that they were 
given special training. 
Authorities now seem to agree tbat the earlier they 
are identified, the better. Lin a memorandum which was found 
after her death, Professor Leta s. Hollingworth wrot~ ~f the 
necessity to identify the gifted children among the pupils 
in the elementary schools and referred to scholarship aid 
for the gifted later. This memorandum was addressed to The 
American Council on Educationl• 
"It is generally agreed that identifying the gifted 
child as early in life as possible is highly desir-
able from the standpoint of both the "full .. develop~ 
ment of his abilities and his personal adjustment. 
Leta HollingWorth says · tba t the highly intelligent 
child's needs ·ror 'a supplementto the standard 
curriculum' is greatest at the primary and elementary 
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school level, and that his personal problems pertain 
chiefly to the period before twelve years of age."l/ 
With the advent of and in the early years following 
the advent of the measurement of _intelligence by ~eats, they 
were used as the primary criterion for giftedness. Terman, 
on the Pacific Coast, set up the following classification:g/ 
Genius 
Very Superior 
Superior 
Average 
Dull normal 
Dull · · 
Feebleminded 
Below 
140 
120-140 
110-1 <10 
90.;.110 
80~ 90 
70- 80 
70 
Terman's special study had to do with those of 140; 
Hollingworth, on the Atlantic Coast, used 130 on the same 
tests as the basis for her special studies. 
Experience has shown us that no one test is suffi• 
cient to identify unquestionably a gift~d child. The whole 
child needs to be studied and evaluated. Many sources must be 
utilized if the identification program is t~ be edu~ationally 
valid and tenable. The following ideEtification techniques 
and justifications are used: 
1. Group_Jnte111gence te~ts.• These may serve as 
1/ Marian Scheifele, The Gifted Child · in the Regular -..Qill5,£oom, 
Practical Suggestions for Teaching, No. 12, Hollis L. Caswell; 
Editor, ·Bureau of Pub1ioations, Columbia University, New York, 
1953, p. 1. 
y Lewis .M. · TerillB.n, The G~fted C}?.!,gl Gro!s_IU?..L!weptJ;-,four. , 
Years Fo]:low-u.j?_J?_[_a Superior _ Qrou.J2 1 Stanford Uni vera i ty """l'ress, 
Stanford University, California, 1947, p. 128 
. ' 
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a preliminary screening device. However, most teats of this 
type fail to discriminate effectively at the higher levels. 
The Educational Policies Commission says, "Group tests have 
been found to provide data from which the subsequent behav-
ior of an individual can be roughly predic~~d·"Y 
2. ~~dividual intelligenc~ tests.• It is helpful to 
supplement the regular testing program with individual Stanford-
Binets or the Wesohle~Eellevue test. This meets the dis• 
satisfaction of the parent and/or teacher that the group ~e~ts 
score is not a true measure or if there is a desire on the part • 
· of the school personnel to double-check on their selection of 
superior p~pils for groupi~g purposes. 
3. Reading teats.• A study of the results from stand- ' 
ard reading tests often gives a clue as to the identity of 
the gifted. It is a fairly common but arbitrary practice, to 
expect the gifted to be at least two grade levels in reading 
ahead of the normal grade level. This may not always be true 
and it is the impression of the writer that there are cases of 
"special gifteds" who might not excel in a reading test. 
4. ~ecJ.!.L.!l...P.titu§e tests.• There are a number of 
such tests designed to indicate special aptitudes in such fields 
as mathematics, music, art, science, mechani.cal aptitude, lan-
guage, etc. These tests measure performance or achievement 
1/Education Policies Connnission, -"Education of the -Gifted;" 
National Educational Association, Washington, D. c., 1950, 
p. 40. 
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rather than talent and only in the field indicated by the test 
itself. "At the elementary school level, none of these tests 
should be expected to predict adult success in the field •. 
They merely measure ability as reflected in the level of the 
child's performance; some are more effective than others in 
measuring capacity as well as achievement."!/ 
5. Achievement tea~~·~ The results of standardized 
achievement tests should contribute to the total information 
a teacher should have about the whole child. If the results 
are used wisely they should be an important aid to the 1m• 
- -
provement of teaching. They reveal the deficiencies and en• 
able a teacher to effect a diagnostic and remedial plan for 
the child's learning experience. 
6. Peer ~ggments.- ~bile this method needs to be 
handled with caution, young people usually know who in their 
group excels. 
7. Teabher judgments.• Asking teachers to list their 
gifted is a preliminary step to _getting them to participate 
in a study of superi~~ children. However, there are often 
obvious fallacies in teacher judgment such as: 
a. The .tendency to over-rate conformity as a mark 
of superior! ty 
b. The armoyance with pupils in a crowded classroom 
who manifest independent behavior, display marked 
];/ MarianScheifele, The Gifted Childj.n the Regular Classro..Q.!, 
Practical Suggestions for Teaching, No. 12, Hollis L. CasWell; 
Editor, Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, New York, 
1953, P• 21. 
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curiosity or seek different ways of doing things 
c. The tendency of some superiors to camouflage in 
order to be no different from the others and thus 
more acceptable to their group • the nickname# 
11Brain," is shunned 
d. The habit of getting by either because of lack 
of stimulation or because of classroom trivia 
e. Confusing chronological maturation ?.rith na-tive 
ability, thus older pupils in the group may be 
thought to be brighter while younger ones ac-
tually are brighter. 
8. Cumulative records.- Clues will also come from 
a study of cumulative record folders wherever a school has 
devised an effective system of notations on suc!1 matters as 
marks, test scores, a~e?dotal reports, and interviews (includ-
ing those with parents). 
9. Analytical Profile Chart.•"An analytical 
profile cbs.rt can be used as a general instrument 
for the -discovery of gifted children. Such a pro• 
file has been designed by Bently. In his profile, 
spaces are to be filled in concerning physical, men-
tal, social, moral, and educational characteristics, 
specific abilities, and heritage. If the · report, 
used in a manner of an ordinary inventory, is made 
without bias or prejudice, it may be used by any 
careful observer. The contention that the child is 
gifted. will be justified if results -show a maximum 
report in favor of excellent traits."]/ 
In the Springfield Township (p,ennsylvania) schools 
Y The University of Texas Workshop held · in -connection with 
the Austin, Texas# Public Schools in 1954, compiled a report 
entitled "Curriculum Enrichment for Gifted· Elementary School 
Children in Regular Classes, A Challenge and Responsibility 
to Every Teacher" edited by Henry J. Otto. 
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a chart is made for each child in the elementary school showing 
in what respect he is considered gifted and portraying in some 
. - . . . ~ I 
detail his emotional traits and attitudes, physical development, 
!scholastic achievement, social adjus:tment, the family back-1 . 
ground, and any other points that were felt _to be of help to 
his future teachers. This profile is kept with hia _permanent 
record card and follows him through his school years with ad• 
ditions being made from time to time. (This might be called 
the teacher judgment or cumulative record type of identifica-
tion). 
10. Early choice of a career.• Terman found that the 
only significant difference between the one hundred most and 
one hundred least successful out of the twenty-five hundred 
gifted people studied was that the most successful had settled 
on a career when young.!/ 
11. Check list.- An interesting checklist which serves 
as an instrument of evaluation is used by the Springfield Town-
ship (Pennsylvania) schools:. 
"1~ Ease of assimilation 
2. Quick reaction time ·· 
3~ Voluntary power of concentration 
4~ Mental endurance 
5~ Tenacity of purpose 
6~ Intellectual curiosity 
7~ Originality 
8. Initiative 
9. Quickness to see underlying principles 
l7 Lewis Ivi. Terman et al, Genetic Studies of Genius~ Volume IV, 
The Gifted Child Grows Up: Twenty-five Years' Follow-up of a 
Superior Group, Stanford University Press, Stanford University, 
California, 1947. 
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10~ Quickness to relate similars 
11~ Ability to foresee results 
12~ Ability to work with abstractions 
13~ Ability to plan and organize 
14~ Competency in self~criticism 
15~ Versatility of interests 
16~ Vitality of interests 
17. Physical health 
18~ Emotional stability 
19. Interest in people 
20~ Desire to cooperate 
21~ Willingness to work 
22~ Tolerance of ideas 
23~ Cheerfulness a:nd friendliness 
24. Sense of humor_. 11]/ 
12. Parental observations.• Parents have many op-
portunities to observe accelerated development and special 
aptitudes. This method may produce some errors from biased 
judgment, inaccurate obser~ation or failure to keep the total 
child population in m~nd but it can be said to be one aid in 
the screening process. 
13. Case studies.• This method or device presents 
a handy over-all view and uses anecdotal records. including 
teacher's observations, interviews, and test __ s~ores showing 
abilities, interests, capacities, and a behavior pattern. In 
addition to this information, the child's family ~ac~ground, 
general environment, economic and social status, physical 
health and emotional stability are established. T~e pupil's 
activities and accomplishments to date and his aspirations 
for the future are recorded here along with the other materials1• 
~/ Suburban ·school Study Council progress report, "organizing 
for the Education of the Gifted Child, 1948~49~ ·a mimeographed 
pamphlet, Springfield Township, Pennsylvania, p. 12. 
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Based on this whole picture attempts are made to determine the 
need for academic enrichment, social adjustment, and complete 
all-around development. 
Case studies may take on different forms but the 
following, taken from the Progress Report of the Suburban 
School Study Council of Springfield Township, Pennsylvania, 
is very complete and will serve as a good example: 
"Name of child 
Birth date · 
Date of report 
Grade in school 
Type of class (heterogeneous or homogeneous) 
School 
School District 
Has pupil been accelerated? When? Where? 
Mother's education 
Father's education 
Mother's position 
Father's position 
Parent's status in cominunity · - social:, economic 
Were parents born in the U.S. If not, where? 
How many other children in family? ages and sex 
Are both parents 11 v1ng ·· 
Emotional tone of family living 
Languages or language spoken at home 
Medical history of . child ·· 
Child's height at time of report? Weight? 
Child's IQ 
Name of test used 
Other intelligen·ce tests given - results 
Other tests and results · 
Has this child been .given a psychological examination 
if so, include copy of examiner's report 
Rate the school work done: 
1~ Superior 
2 ~ Superior to ·average child of same grade 
3~ High ·average 
4~ Average 
5~ Low average 
6~ Inferior · tci average· child of same grade 
7. Very inferior to average child of same 
grade · 
(The last four of the previous classifications indi-
cate non-achievers). 
Subjects 
Subjects to be rated: reading; arithmetic# 
spelling, history, · geography, soierice, speaking, 
health and hygiene, composition, dramatics, · crea ... 
ti ve writing, penmanship; nature study, art, music 
(instrumental and vocal), folk dancing and gym or 
physical education. 
Is the child emotionally well;..adjusted? 
If answer is no, what has been done to aid the 
child in adjusting? 
Is the child well-adjusted socially? 
If not, state -his social problems and tell what 
bas been done to help 
Does the child bs.ve group leadership qualities? 
Does he make a good leader? 
Is the child happy? 
Has the child had any enrichment in schools? 
How, what, and when? 
Has the child had any enrichment at home? 
How, what, and when? 
Any talents or deep interests manifested? 
What are the chil-d's work habits? Excellent, 
Good, Fair, or Poor? 
How does he rate in: 
Interest 
Originality 
Persistence 
Procrastination 
Thoroughness 
Completion 
Name of person makin& this report •••• "!/ 
A case study gives as comp~ete a picture as can be 
had with all the information, obJective, subjective, plus in-
herent and environmental references. 
y "organizing for the Education of the Gifted Child," a pro• 
gress report of the Suburban School Study Council, Springfield 
Township, Pennsylvania, l948er.49, mimeographed pamphlet. 
Here is a simplified case study of Bill, a former pupil of 
the writer:. 
A. Present status: 
Age: eight, third grade 
Attractive child, olean, well-mannered and 
socially well-adjusted 
Plays well with others 
Is patient when it takes much time to explain 
lessons to classmates 
Has ability like that of a musician who can watch 
his score and the conductor at the same time• .. when 
he has finished his assignment in class ahead of 
the others, he can engage in other work yet be able 
to know instan·tly the answer if I should ask him 
a question. 
B. Family Background: 
Father and mother both college graduates 
Bill is one of four children - the oldest 
His father is in the service and they havemoved 
from place to place (every teacher he has ever 
had has urged the parents to allow a double pro-
motion) 
He spends time with younger brothers and sisters 
teaching them. 
c. Health and Physical Histo;ry: 
Has had children's diseases but no serious illness 
Has had no physical defects or handioapa 
Knows and practices the common laws of health and 
cleanliness 
D. Social Development and A~justment: 
Participates in Scout activities wholeheartedly 
Pursues hobbies and when asked will give group 
demonstrations - (e.g. made ink for our class one 
day with his chemistry set) 
E. School History: 
Has progressed from grade to grade - parents feeling 
that one grade per year is -sufficient and have added 
extra curricular activities to "take up the slack." 
Is outstanding in EVERY subject. - Once made a class 
report on "Salt" in science class that would have 
done honor to a senior in high school 
Reads everything he can get his hands on - including 
Books of Knowledge and material far above the third 
grade level · 
Can compose a business letter as well as anyone 
In language he once wrote to various companies asking 
for samples and information regarding products (Holly 
Sugar. Diamond Matches. etc.) 
A copy of his letter follows: 
Diamond Match Company 
122 East 42nd Street 
New York 17, New York 
Dear Sirs: 
We are a third grade class in the 
Public School. We are writing this letter as a language 
assignment. 
Since we are to study soap, glass, salt, and matches 
in our science class. we are writing to various companies for 
samples and descriptive literature. ·•ould you please send us 
some samples and anything else that would help us learn more 
about matches? 
There are sixty of us in the third grade. Our teacher 
is h~s. Iris Kerr. · You may send this to us in her name in 
care of the school. 
Gratefully and sincerely, 
F. Work History 
Has sold papers since coming to town two years ago 
Thinks he "needs the business experience" 
- . 
G. Mental Abilities and Aptitudes 
On a Stanford-Binet test he rated 164 
H. Special Interests 
Everything - is thirsty for knowledge and experience 
and bas the ability to catalogue it and retain it 
I. Vocational and Educational Plans and Goals 
nMight like to be a chemical enginee~" 
"Will attend Dartmouth or Yale" (His parents graduated 
from the University of Minnesota) 
This child is definitely superior intellectually but 
what is more wonderful, he is an all-around superior child men~ 
tally, morally, physically, and socially. 
While it is not given to any of us to see into the 
future with certainty, it is the opinion of his former teacher 
that Bill will probably pursue his studies at Yale or Dartmouth 
and will be an effective worker and leader in whatever field he 
chooses. He will be able to see himself through because be 
will be able to see through himself. 
14. Free expression compositions.• The technique for 
this is suggested in Ruth Strang's "Inner World of Gifted 
Adolescents," Journal of Exceptional Children, 16:97-101 
(January 1950). This is an attempt to discoverperso:nality 
adjustment problems of the gifted as revealed in their com-
- -
positions. Topics such as "Getting Along with Others,'' "IVIy 
Successes and My Failures," and "My Life Story" can be very 
revealing. Often one finds evidences of disturbance because of 
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temper, inferiorlty, frustration, jealousy, self-consciousness, 
brother-sister relationship, parent-child relationship, moodi• 
ness, impulsiveness, shyness, change of schools and consequent 
uprooting, adjustment and insecurity. 
In this connection Marian Scheifele says, 
"The responses rendered in groups are sometimes usew 
ful in pointing up facets of the gifted child's per-
sonal development, his relationship with the class~ 
room group, and their reactions to him not previously 
revealed.".!/ 
The following suggested techniques might well be used 
to identify the personal attitudes, values, and feelings that 
motivate an individual's behavior toward himself, his class~ 
mates, his family, and friends1 
Diaries.••These reveal the kinds of activities, the 
people with whom they are carried on, the time devoted, and 
the setting i.e. home, friend's home, playground, enroute to 
school etc. engaged in by the child while not in the regular 
classroom. 
Autobiographies.--This may take a directed form or an 
undirected form but will reveal significant information on the 
child's values and the things (events) which he considers im-
portant in his life. 
Themes . and compositions.-wThese provide opportunities 
for the child to express his feelings and opinions in topics 
1J Marian Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Regular Classroom, 
Practical Suggestions for Teaching, No. 12, Hollis L. Caswell6 
Editor, Bureau of Publications, Columbia University, New York, 
1953, p. 15. 
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such as "Things I Would Like to Change About Home 6 " "What Per-
son Would I Like to Be?" "Things I Would Like to Improve About 
Myself 6 " "My Best Friend," etc. 
Reaction to pictures dealing with child relations with 
adults, boy-girls relations, a child and his pets etc.-"Thia 
may indicate the child's reaction to people and the behavior 
of both adults and children. It can also reveal the child's 
protectiveness (or lack of it) as far as his pets are con" 
cerned. 
Reaction to stories.--The child's interpretatioh of 
the story can afford an insight into his thinking. This may 
be accomplished through a series of questions by the teacher 
(which is more obvious) or a mere telling of the story in his 
own words during which the teacher observes the child's cogni-
zance or rating of the most important things. 
Anecdotal records.--A running record written by the 
teacher over a period of several weeks or months in which the 
teacher records objectively classroom occurrences which indi~ 
cate the individual's relationships with the group and the 
group's relationships with the child. 
Time samplings.--Notes describing the child's actions 
at noted intervals (9:10, 9:18, 9:30, 2:45, 3:00, 3:10, etaJ 6 
.. . . . 
the other children involved and the interaction that results. 
Sociodramas.--This is a projective technique which, at 
the early childhood level 6 may be used in dramatic play. This 
is simply role-playing but the relation of the child's personal 
Bo::tcn Un.lversity 
School of Educat1aw _ 
Ll"b.rarz . ..;;& 
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feelings to the role is important. 
Dis ens sions .--"If the teacher is adept in guiding dis-
cussions and in analyzing responses, this technique gives in-
sight into the values and attitudes held by individual child-
ren."]} 
Three wishes statement.--A statement by the child of 
the three things be would like most to have or do if any three 
wishes could be granted. 
Another window through which the teacher may see the 
real child is through his interests, his activities, hobbies, 
and his special t~lents. 
The sociogram, an instrument which reveals the inter .. 
relationships within a group, furnishes a _clue as to the groups 
acceptance of or resistance to the child and may indicate to 
some extent the level of the child's social and emotional ma-
turity. 
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that high rap-
port between teacher and children is essential to the effective 
use of these techniques because only the honest expression of 
real feelings and thoughts are of value_ in analyzing the child's 
social-personal development. Subjective evaluation can be of 
great value, however, in the study of the whole child. 
While it may be argned by some that performance is the 
!/ Ruth Cunningham, Understanding Group Behavior of Boys and 
Girls, Bureau of Publications; Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1951, p. 204. 
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best basis for identifying gifted children, it is true that 
creativity, one of the most telling ~videnoes of giftedness, 
originality, and ingenuity -- &11 earmarks of that performance--
are immeasureables by standardized tests. It should be further 
stated that intelligent understanding and interpretation of 
all the information gained subjectively and _objectively is es-
sential for effective planning to provide for the gifted child's 
total development. 
Each individual faces a complex. and dynamic environ--
ment in this atomic age which demands _ continuous intelligent 
interactions based upon consistent wise choices and adjust-
ments. It is not enough to have intelligence; one must be 
able to use it if one is to be superior intellectually, phy• 
sically, socially, and morally. It is important to remember, 
in this respect, that the superior child has the same funda--
mental needs all children bave -- to grow physically, emotion-
ally, socially, morally, and mentally to the utmost of his 
abilities. He needs comfort, love, and affection, understand-
ing, challenging and creating activities, §nd a helpful and 
encouraging environment that wi~l enable him to match himself 
with the hour in which he lives. 
With the objective evaluation techniques of intelli• 
gence tests, achievement tests, aptitude tests, personality 
tests, etc. and the subjective evaluation techniques previo~sly 
mentioned, it is not difficult to discover the gifted child. 
The greater difficulty is to help that child discover himself--
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his possibilities and potentialities--and to reach his maximum 
developrnent. In this responsibility--and opportunity--parents, 
teachers, and communities have a share. 
4. The Teacher of the Gifted 
Diverse opinion is evident among writers as to the 
des i rability of special classes for superior children. 
· " P~,P.onents of segregation submit the theory that 
under favorable conditions the placement of super-
ior students in separate classes can facilitate 
both curriculum enrichment and rapid advancement 
without requiring close association with others who 
are much more mature physically and socially. · 
Opponel.l.i!. of segregation maintain that it leadsn 
to the development of undesirable attitudes, nur-
tures social misfits, and deprives children ot 
valuable social experience.".!/ 
But there seems to be general agreement that "next 
tb-1 the parent, the teacher exerts the most important personal 
influence on the development of the gifted child."2/ It has 
even been suggested that "the courses a ch.ild takes are secon-
dary to the teachers he has."3/ 
A histori..Q!l-1 perspective of the role of the teacher.• 
--- - .. ----·- ·- -
!l Enc~~~dla on Educational Researc~, Revised Edition. 
g/ Paul Witty, Editor, The ·American Association ·for · Gifted 
Children, The Gifted Qhild, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1951, p. 106. 
Y Irving Lorge and R. D. Blau, "Education of a Genius," 
School and Society, 54:573-75, 1954. 
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In 1845 the ideal teacher was described as •one who 
possessed knowledge of his own subject, of kindred subjects 
and of the world."!/ The primary purpose of the teacher in 
those days was to impart knowledge, though the idea of com• 
plete separation of knowledge from the impact of the teacher 
as a person seems hard to conceive. Throughout the nineteenth 
century certain traits of character of the effective, success• 
ful teacher were emphasized: "a benevolent disposition, good 
health, pleasing appearance, and a genuine and earnest sym• 
pathy for the young.•gj In the twentieth century "correlation 
studies failed to show a close relation between successful 
teaching and separate factors such as intelligence, achieve" 
ment in special subjects, and amount of formal education."~ 
Many people who look back over t heir school d~ys at-
teat to the maxim "As is the teacher, Enl is the school. 11 
To those who believe the first duty of the teacher is 
to inspire the pupils to do something worthwhile and noble 
for mankind, the injunction of Horace IVIann applies: "The 
teacher who is attempting to teach without inspiring the pupil 
w1 th a desire to learn is hammering on cold iron. "Y 
1/'Paul- Witty, Editor, The American Association for · Gifted · 
Children, The Gifted Child, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1951, p • . 106. . 
gj Ibid.~ p~ 107~ Y. Ibid. i P• 107 • 
4/ Tyron Edwards, Dictionary of Thoughts, Cassell, New York, 
l891. 
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Those who expect immediate evidence of the impact of 
teacher upon pupil in terms of results must remember that the 
results of a teacher's efforts are often very slow in manifest-
ing themselves. Often desirable changes in the pupil's atti-
tudes and character may not appear until years after the initial 
impact of the teacher's personality upon that of his pupil. 
"Great changes often require much time.".!/ As Mark Twain wrote, 
"The peach was a bitter almond; the cauliflower is nothing 
but a cabbage with a college education." 
Obscurity is the lot of most teachers, but there is 
worth in obscurity. In the words of Van Dyke: 
"Famous educators plan new systems of pedagogy, but 
it is the unknown teacher who delivers and guides 
the young. He lives in obscurity and contends with 
hardship. He keeps the watch along the borders of 
darkness and makes the attack on the trenches of 
ignorance and folly. ·Patient in his duty, he strives 
to conquer the evil powers which are the enemies of 
youth. He awakens sleeping spirits. He quickens 
the indolent, encourages the eager, and steadies the 
unstable. He communicates his own joy in learning 
and sharing -with boys and girls the best treasures 
of his mind. He lights many candles which -in later 
years shine back to che_er him. This is his rewarCi·"Y 
Daniel Webster gave insight into the real reward of 
effective teaching in these words: 
"If we work upon muble, it will ~erish; · if we work · 
upon brass, time will efface it, and if we rear tem-
ples, they will crumble into dust; but if we work 
~William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, p. 21. 
gj Henry Van Dyke, "A Tribute to the Unknown Teacher," The 
Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 25, May 1932, p. 301. 
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upon immortal minds, if we imbue them with principles, with 
just fear of God and love of fellowmen, we engrave on those 
tablets something which will brighten to a 11 eternity.".!/ 
Alexander of Macedon remembered his teacher thus: "I am in-
debted to my father for living, but to my teacher for living 
well." 
William Lyon Phelps spoke in this vein, "Teaching is an art 
to great and so difficult to master that a man or woman can 
spend a long life at it, without realizing much more than his 
limi ta tiona and mistakes and his distances from the ideal. 11 
The impression made on James A. Garfield by his teacher, 
Mark Hopkins, is the subject of a poem by Arthur Guiterman in 
which he says: 
"I don't care what Mark Hopkins taught 
If his Latin was weak and his Greek was naUght: 
For the farmer boy, he thought, thought he, 
All through lecture time and quiz 
The kind of man I want to be · 
Is the kind of man Mark Hopkins is." 
In the same poem he later attests to the force or effective-
ness of a teacher's example in guiding pupils: 
"No printed page or spoken plea 
Can teach young hearts what men should be 
Not all the books on all the shelves 
But what the teachers are themselves. 
(Underscoring is by this writer for emphasis.) 
For Education is making men, 
So it is now - so was it when 
Mark Hopkins sat on one end of a log 
And James A. Garfield sat on the other." 
Characteristics of good teacher~.--The Master Teacher said, 
"I am come that they might have life, and that they might have 
it more abundantly."gj 
1/ Tr~on Edwards, Dictionary of Thoughts, Cassell, N.Y., 1891, 
~' 56 • 0 0 Ho y Bible, New Testament, John 1 :1 • 
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Certainly a good teacher contributes to the abundant life. PerM 
haps it was to that quality the present President of the UniverM 
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst alluded when he spoke during 
his inaugural address of a crying need for "inspired teaching." 
~11 good teachers should be inspired and should be able to in• 
spire their pupils but "raise the characteristics of a good 
teacher to the highest point of development,and you will have a 
gifted teacher for gifted pupils."!/ 
By this is not meant that she must have the highest IQ re• 
corded-or even the next to that. "As with the gifted pupil so 
with the gifted teacher, IQ is only one criterionj"g/ but she 
must have certain qualities and scholarship and abilities tb.at 
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enable her to stimulate learning in all its complex aspects and 
inspire the translation of the learning into daily living. 11 The 
fact that many great men have not distinguished themselves in 
their early schooling demonstrates only the incompetence of their 
teachers •"Y 
Especially does the success of a special class for intellec ... 
tually gifted children depend to a very large extent upon its 
teacher. The qualifications for leading a group of youthful 
gifteds include, of course, those which are necessary to good 
teaching everywhere, together with a few additional requirements 
which are needed to meet the exceptional situations inherent in 
the special class • 
~art IV, symposium on The Gifted Child, "Teachers for the 
Gifted," reprinted The Journal of Teacher Education, September 
1954~ Vol. v~ No. 3, p. 221. 27 Ioid, P• ;::21. . ~I. Newton Kugelmass, Gro~JQS_S~p~rior Children, D. Appleton• 
Century Company, New York, 1935, p. 400. 
The teacher of gifted children should herself possess su-
perior intelligence. She cannot be required to have greater in• 
nate ability than the brightest child in her group, but surely 
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she should excel in mental capacity. Being highly intelligent 
herself, she will presumably possess a large fund of general inw 
formation upon which she will be obliged to draw heavily in teach• 
ing a gifted group. She cannot be expected to know more than each 
and every child in her clas~ but she may be expected to have a 
sufficiently wide range of knowledge to command the respect of 
the group. Anyone Who has attempted to teach gifted children 
will realize how difficult a requirement that is. 
The teacher of gifted children should be modest and yet con-
fident. She should be interested in her pupils and enthusiastic 
about their projects. She should be as f~ee from jealousy as is 
humanly possible,realizing at the outset that it is not going to 
be a disgrace to discover that on many subjects her 8, 10, or 12 
year old charges are going to be better informed than she. This, 
too, is a difficult requirement and one rarely met even by teach-
ers of special classes. 
Such a leader should be thoroughly trained in educational p~ 
chilcgyand ilmodern educational methods • She should have a thorough 
knowledge cf':1ndividualdifferences and of the characteristics and po-
l:llens ofd:lild'en cf's:pr1or ll!D1llli'lf. Sle alDild aso have had teaching exper~ 
ience...P"eferably with normal children. She should, ho'W8JI!r, be open"" 
minded and ready to make original approaches, instmctioo:ba :special 
class can follow no set pattern. It must of necessity be flexible. 
"The education of gifted children requires e,1.ftEd teacbs>swho 
have the ability to recognize giftedness, to createan a~here and 
environment favorable to its development, and to provide condi• 
tions that give it a chance to emerge and blossom."!/ 
"The qualifications of the teacher of intellectually 
gifted children in a special class may be summarized as follows: 
1. Intellectually gifted 
2~ Well~informed 
3~ Modest but confident 
4~ Interested in children 
5~ Free from jealousy 
6~ Positive in personality 
7~ In good mental &nd physical health 
8~ Possessed of a sense of humor 
9~ Open-minded 
10~ Interested in social problems · 
11. Thoroughly trained in pedagogical methods and in 
educational psychology, es!>ecially in the psy• 
chology of individual differences 
12. Experienced in teaching."g/ 
Ruth Strang has wisely stated that our most authentic 
information about characteristics of the teachers of the gifted 
should come from the gifted children themselves. Her study of 
50 pupils in grades six through high school in New York, 
Pennsylvania, and California compared favorably with another 
M ---
study made by Nelda Davis and Dr. Hedw~g Pregle~ in workshop 
classes of pupils in grades four, five, and six. Here are 
some of the pupils' ~a.eas: 
"1. Sense of humor 
A teacher should be able to have fun and teach 
school at the same time. 
2. Encouragement of responsibility 
A good teacher should let us talk things over 
Y Paul Witty, Editor, The American Assooiation ·ror · Gifted 
Children, The Gifted Child, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1951, p. 106. . . 
gj Herbert Carroll, Genius_J~~he Mak!Bg, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1940, pp.262-264. 
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with our friends and should not always tell 
us to do · things independently. ·· She should be 
able to give you your assignment and let you 
go to work and then not interrupt you. 
3. Knowledge of subject 
A teacher as well . as knowing her subject, must 
keep her knowledge up to date. She should read 
the daily newspaper 
4. Firmness and fairness 
She should be strict so the children obey her, 
but not so strict that the children are afraid 
of her •••• strict but gently and she should have 
a friendly personality 
5. Understanding of . children 
A teacher who knows her pupils, not only as 
boys and girls she sees in school and tri-es 
to teach academic subjects and help to become 
good citizens, but also as individual people 
with individual problems, "is in my opinion 
an extremely good teacher. She should be the -
kind of teacher that if you have a problem you 
could go and explain it to her 
6. Enjoyment of · teaching 
First of all, I think that to be a good teacher 
you must ant to teach and enjoy teach1I1g·".Y' 
While it may be argued by some, including Luec~ 
that "pupils in the lower grades are in a relatively unfavor~ 
able position to evaluate their teB:cher, £and thay their 1m"" 
maturity and inexperience couple_d w1th _l1aving had only _a few 
teachers gives them an in~dequate background for making such 
complex judgments" various studies including the ones just 
cited seem to prove that subjective evaluation by the pupils 
themselves bas on a number of occasions g~ven insight into 
the characteristics of effective teachers. 
y Nelda Davis, "Teachers for the Gifted," The Journal of 
Teacher Education, September 1954, Vol. V, No. 3, p. 222. 
. . 
g/ William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, P• 85. 
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It was Paul Witty who suggested to the officials of 
the Quiz Kids' Radio Program in 1946 that they award a~holar~ 
ship to the teacher most convincingly described in a pupil's 
composition on "The Teacher Who Has Helped Me Most." More than 
14,000 letters were submitted by pupils from grades two through 
twelve. The following traits were listed in this order: 
1~ Cooperative, democratic attitude 
2. Kindliness and consideration for t he individual 
3. Patience 
4. Wide interests 
5. Personal appearance and pleasing manner 
6~ Fairness and impartiality 
7. Sense of humor 
8~ Good disposition and consistent behavior 
9. Interest in pupil's problems 
10~ Flexibility 
11. Use of recognition and praise 
12. Unusual proficiency in teaching. 
Witty further states "The education of gifted children' 
requires gifted teachers who have the ability to recognize 
giftedness, to create an atmosphere and environment favorable 
to its development, to provide conditions that give it a 
chance to emerge and blossom.".!/ 
Lueck suggests seven broad categories to evaluate 
the effectivenes~ of a good teacher: 
"Intelligenee.--A noted lecturer stated that of two 
hundred professions and trades, teachers ranked 
eleventh from the top in intelligence. Because the 
number of vocations rated is large, the difference -
among the first eleven probably ~not very great. 
This speaks very well for the intelligence of teachers. 
1/ Paul Witty, Editor, The -American Association pforGifted -
Children, The Gifted Child, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1951, p. 113. 
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Academic brilliance, though necessary at some levels, 
is not required in all teaching posi tiona. · Studies 
regarding the relationship between intelligence and 
teaching effectiveness have failed to reveal high posi-
tive correlation. The relationship between grades ob- · 
tained in advanced education courses and later -teaching 
ability., however, is considerable and positive. Evi-
dently high intelligence is a strong asset in preparing 
to teach. The degree and kind of - intelligence required 
varies with the level of teaching. College teaching re• 
quires a high degree of academic ability, while in ele-
mentary schools ability to work with children is para-
mount. The writer inclines toward -the view t hat at all 
levels _a high degree of intelligence is very desirable. 
Health.••Eoth physical -and mental health are exceedingly 
important for teachers •••• 
LO_.YJL.Of chil§.!:!,E·--Much of the· teacher' a work consists -
of working with children. If this is a pleasurable ex-
perience; the first requirement for a pappy teacher has· . 
been met. · Interest in children arid a sympathetic under-
standing of their problems is a trait so valuable that 
it today takes precedence over -scholarly attainment and -· 
knowledge of subject matter •••• Love of · children · is -basi• 
to further study of them and an open portal to prop·er 
action in guiding their future development. · Possessed 
by all · great teachers and perhaps vaguely realized by 
others, this important trait is rarely mentioned in peda-
gogical literature until after 1900. This is -even more 
startling when we consider that the Great · T·eacher so 
nobly exemplified and_ expressed a high regar(l for children. , 
Effe~~ive f~rsonality.--sound character is -assumed iri ·the 
teacher •••• A sterling character loses its potency unless 
expressed through an effective personality. - The teaching 
personality manifests itself through such traits as ef-
fective ~peech., an alert attitude, and enthusiasm-for the 
work. It is often the most important element in pupil 
motivation and inspiration. 
Broad interests.••The modern teacher is expected to be a 
leader in the c ommunity. · This implies that he must parti-
cipate in the life and events srirrounding him. His ef-
fectiveness in the community increases as he -becomes ac-
quainted with the problems of his 1inmediate pub lic •••• · ·-
The teacher- needs to be well•informed · about those topics 
which children read and discus·a. He can do no less con-
cerning the topics that provide serious conversation for 
adults. His effectiveness in the schoolroom and the com-
munity will be reduced unless the teacher is well-informed 
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on · current events that cut a · domi nant figure in the 
lives of children and adults. 
Enthusiasm.-•The enthusiasm of the teacher assists 
pupils ir.lovercoming boredom, helps to maintain in• 
terest, encourages active rather than passive pupils 
participating, and furthers concentration •••• It is the 
belief of this writer that an enthusiastic teacher us-
ing an inferior method will obtain better results than 
a less zealous teacher using a superior method. 
Related to enthusiasm and perhaps a consequence of it 
is the desire to improve one• s own performance. The 
zealous teacher struggles to use better activities, 
materials, and methods~ not cecause some outside au• 
thority requires him to do so, but because of his own 
volition.:! •• 
Sound ,.Ehilosophz.--The chief purpose of the teacher i s 
to aid mankind in leading more useful and exemplary 
lives. The good life is not one of slothfulness and 
ease. It is filled -with a·ctivities that advance and 
elevate .humanity •••• The teacher must have faith in the 
improvability of humanity. Mankind can··be elevated 
through the improvement of the individual. 
The teacher's viewpoint is neither extremely social nor 
excessively individualistic. Strong sterling characters 
are required to countermand possible negative influences 
from questionable influences in society. He must not 
expect sudden or pronounced changes as a result of: his 
efforts. To do so will lead to disappointments and dis-
couragement. It is well . to reme:rilber ·that in dealing 
with human nature, improvement is recorded in very · 
small increments and there are frequent retrogressions. 
The seeds scattered by the teacher mature at different 
times. Many of them do not come to fruition until he 
has left the scene of action."l/ 
"Teachers of the gifted _should be selected ~ith ref• 
erence to certain qualifica tiona. One ~f . the most important 
of t h ese is the qualification of attitude."g/ This particular 
i/ William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, pp. 30-34. 
II 
y Leta ·s. Hollingworth, Gifted Children: Their -Nature and II 
Nurture, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1936, p. 306. 
attribute or characteristic is perhaps more peculiar to the 
teacher o~ the gifted than to any other. It is hard to con-
ceive of any adult, especially a teacher, being envious o~ the 
mental ability of one of her pupils but cases have been re-
. -
ported where this condition ~evailed. The late Dr. Bowditch 
"retained throughout his life the painful impression made upon 
' him when as a young child he was punished by a schoolmaster 
~or offering a mathematical solution which the master deemed 
outside the proper power of his pupil.~Y 
Hollingworth lists other traits as follows; sense of 
humor, patience, and love of truth for its own sake. 
. ' .. 
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The indication of the cooperative process, the teacher ! 
and pupil attacking problems together is well given by Henry 
Lester Smith: 
"Effective teachipg requires considerable insight into · 
human nature ••• ·LKnowledge of child psychology and child 
growth and developmen!l. Today the teacher has become 
an instructor who understands, helpa, S.rid guides children 
rather than one who · serves only as a drill master. She 
reeogniz es the individual interests, tendencies, and 
abilities of the learner, whom she endeavors to direct 
toward a life profitable for himsel~ and society. ·LThis 
is significant if each child, includi~ the gifted, is 
to develop to his greatest potential..!.! Teacher presen-
tation and child -attitude are important factors in the 
learning proces~·"Y _. 
In 1949 a questionnaire study was made of certain fea: 'l 
tures of the Hunter College Elementary School in New York City. I 
J:J Ibid ;:-I;. 307 • 
y Henry Lester Smith, Educa tiona 1 Research: Principles and 
Practices, Educational Publications, Bloomington, Indiana, 
1944, PP• 38-39. 
Among other questions, the teachers were asked to list the 
characteristics considered desirable in those Who teach young 
gifted children. The following two groups of categories were 
drawn up: 
"1. Characteristics acquired through education 
General and special learning 
General and special teaching skills 
Understanding and accepting children 
Cultural background 
Professional ideas 
Experience 
Understanding of society 
2. Personal characteristics 
Pa ti enc e and tolerance 
Personality 
Intelligence, high mental aptitude 
Physical superiority 
Sense of humor"!/ 
Benjamih Fine, Education Editor of the New York Times, 
one of the outstanding voices for education in American journa- ' 
lism today, says there are certain basic personal q~lities 
you should have if you want to make a success of your job 
whether you decide to teach in the elementary grades, in high 
. ' 
1 
school or in college. "Ask yourself these questions," says he, 
"and see how you measure up to the requirements needed for an 
effective and a happy teacher a 
I 
Do you have good health-physical, mental, and emotional? 
Do you enjoy working and playing with other people-children, 
young adolescents, grown-ups? 
Do you like to study? 
Do you b ecome entpusiastic about new idea s and do you like 
to discuss them with others? 
17 Gertrude Howell Hildreth, ' Educating Gifted Children, Harper 
and Brothers, New York, 1952, p. 214. 
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How well do you express yourself and explain things 
to others? 
Do you ha ve a sense of humor? 
Are you interested in what happens in your community, 
in your city, in your nation, and ~n the rest of the 
world? · · · ·· -
Do you eare about your personal appearance?"!/ 
The Bank Street College, New York, has done consider-
able work in the field of teacher training for the elementary 
grades and it lists these characteristics of a good teacher: 
He (or she) does not boss the children. 
He gives support to the child in the face of conflicts, 
failures and obstacles. - - -
He can create a classroom atmosphere in which the children 
can grow from within according to their own needs and 
capacities. - -
He sees each child as a unique individual. 
He helps the child get satisfa-ction through achievement -
and competence in his work rather than through compe-
titive activity. · -
He bas a stable personality; · combining warmth, spontaneity, 
and a ens 1 ti vi ty to others. · --
He has beliefs, ideals, and a quality of devotion to a 
way of life that is transmitted to children in the 
atmosphere he creates~ 
He knows the world he lives in and likes it. 
The Committee for the St~dy of the gifted in the Up-
per Darby School District, Pennsylvania, shows how the teacher 
in the classroom has analyzed the Teacher~Gifted child situa~ 
tion in this challenging statement: 
"Let's be sensitive teachers who: 
Love children and teaching 
Have fa lth in children --
Are alert to children's real abilities, interests, 
and potentialities and effectually nurture poten~ 
-tial leaders · 
Respect the supreme importance of the individual 
Y Benjamin Fine, Opportunities in Teaching, Voce t1onal Gui-
dance Manuals, Incorporated, 1952, p. 31. 
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I 
I 
I' 
,I 
I 
personality 
Are -aware of conditions affecting learning 
Have a sense of special· and professional responsibility. I! 
Let's be alert teachers who: I 
Ire positive, · understanding, friendly, patient, fair, 'I 
thoughtful, considerate, and cons is tent 
Remember that children appreciate a good sense of 1 
humor 
Are intellectually curious, and provide the emotional I 
strength and guidance necessary to satisfy the 
Children's intellectual curiosity 
Let's be stimulating teachers who: 
Encourage the gifted child to maintain high st&ndarda 
of achievement and teach him to compete with him-
self 
Provide a rich environment in which' children may do 
independent work in science, art, music and other 
fields · · · · 
Maintain classroom atmospheres ' in which children can 
work happily and constructively with other members 
of the group 
Develop the basic skills necessary for clear arid ob• 
j ecti ve thinking - reading, listening, observing, ll 
discussing. · 
Let's be productive teachers who: · 
Develop an informed, thoughtful and loyal citizenry 
with the will, skill:, and determination to attack 
contemporary issues with courage and high moral 
purpose · ·· 
Help parents who are not aware of the experiences 
their gifted need and those who exploit their 
talented children ·· 
Exchange with other teachers accounts of successful 
techniques for working with gifted chil_dren.".!/ 
The important thing is not so much a matter of "de-
vices" to provide for individual difference~, but of teacher 
Last spring the elementary teachers of the Arlington, I, 
Suburban School Study Council progrJ'ss report, "Organizing 
for the Education of the Gifted Child, 1948~49, · A mimeographed 
pamphlet, Springfield Township, Pennsylvania , p. 12. 
I 
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Virginia public schools were asked to report wbat provisions 
.I they were making in their classrooms for the gifted. The in-
f rormation which these teachers furnished was compiled and 
printed (mimeographed} . in a Curriculum Bulletin. 
The Arlington, Vir ginia report s~ows that the ele-
mentary teachers in that school help the gifted: 
"Increase knowledge and skill 
Grow in ability to do abstract thinking 
Grow in the ability to solve problems ·· 
Develop attitudes of critical thinking 
Develop power to plan to to work independently 
Develop initiative and creative .power 
Develop social responsibility 
Develop qualities of leadership."l/ 
' 
' The report shows also that Arlington elementary teachers 
'I 
li 
provide guidance and direction for the gifted by: 
"Giving additional assignments which are a challenge 
Helping them in the selection of activities · ·· 
Holding them responsible for planning their own work 
Giving assignments with less detail and more emphasis on 
"Why" . . .. .. . . . . 
Helping them to try constantly to surpass their own best 
Helping them to -see their worth objectively- n either under-
estimating nor over- est ima ting them.Selves · · ' 
S ecuring outside help through conferences with parents, 
principal, supervisors, etc. I, 
Helping them feel th~ b elong to the group 
Pro vidi ng many creative experiences 
Helping them explore as many fields as possible 
Providing them opportunities for leadership in class and 
school activities 
Expecting more in quality and amount than of less capable 
children."g/ 
Charters and Waples asked several hundred educational II 
I rrcurr iculum Bulletin, Vol. III, No • . 7 I Arling ton County 
TVirgini a) Pub~ic Schools, February 4, 1953, p. 1. 
II y Ibid.' p. 1. 
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leaders to state the most important traits teachers should 
possess. The twenty-five most frequently mentioned traits 
were then ranked in importance by twenty-five competent educa-. 
tional leaders. Separate rankings were prepared for the sever-
al divisions of the scho?ls, namely, senior~ high, intermediate ~ 
primary and kindergarten, and rural schools. By averaging 
these rankings the author obtained the following order for the 
traits: 
"1. 
2. 
3~ 
4~ 
5; 
6; 
7~ 
8. 
9. 
Good judgment, discretion, foresight, etc. 
Self-control, calmness, poise~- dignity, etc. 
Considerateness, courtesy, s~pathy, tact, etc. 
Enthusiasm, alertness, anin1ation, etc. 
Cheerfulness, pleasantness, sense of humor, etc. 
Adaptability 
Interest in profession, pupils, and community 
Honesty 
Cooperation, helpfulness, loyalty 
Refinement, good taste, modesty' etc. 
!, 
10~ 
11. 
12; 
13~ 
14. 
15. 
16. 
lV.; 
18. 
19~ 
20~ 
21; 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Forcefulness, courage; firmness, independence, etc. 
Carefulness, accuracy, thoroughness 
Health · · · 
Attractiveness, personal appearance 
Leadership, initiative, self~confidence 
Industry, patience, perseverance 
Neatness, cleanliness 
I 
I 
II I 
Scholarship 
Dependability 
Originality, resourcefulness 
Promptness, punctuality 
Openminded:hes s · 
Progressiveness, ambition 
Fluency 
Thrift.".!/ 
"While the experts· ranked many of these traits as 
being of nearly equal worth for teachers in all 
divisions of the school, notable variations occur. 
1/ W. w. Charters and Douglas Waples, The Commonwealth Teacher 
Training Study, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1929--;----
, p. 18. 
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I but more surely will they be made of that of which their 
I teachers are made."!/ To paraphrase a Biblical truth, "as a 
' 
teacher thinketh in her heart, so are her pupils." This ad-
I, ministrator lists the following "basic qua llties which seem 
I to be present in all g_ood teachers, and all sincere teach~rs 
, try to develop these qualities so that they may become in• 
I cr·easingly more effective: 
I 
I 
Genuine Love of Children 
A Pleasing Personality 
Good Discipline 
Cooperation 
Orderliness and Neatness 
Scholarship 
A Professional Attitude 
Good Teaching Techniques"~ 
It is an impressive list too that Karl w. Bigelow 
hand others ba ve given us: 
II 
\. iJ William R. Lueck, An Int:roduction To Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York~953, p. 85. 
lg/ Mary _E. Owen~ Editor, The Instructor, April 1955, p. 21. 
I 
~ Ibid., p. 21. 
II 
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li 
"Respect for personality 
Community mindednesa 
Rational behavior 
Skill in ·cooperation 
General qualities shading into the professional 
Increasing knowledge 
Skill in mediating knowledge 
Friendliness with children -
Social understanding and behavior 
Good citizenship iri the school and society 
Skill in evaluation -
Faith in the worth of teaching."!( 
While these and many other "immeasureables" have 
doubtless characterized teachers all down through the ages 6 
II perhaps every age f~el~ an acute need for the best in order 
I to survive. This "survival" has only seemed more imperative 
as life has become more complex. Certainly life in this 
I 
1 atomic age, fraught as it is with tension, conflict, emotional 
1 upheaval, insecurity, war and the after effects of war, pre-
1 sents a great need to educate the whole person if we are to 
II -
attain an understanding of ourselves in terms of our world. jl 
1 This highlights the need for the teacher to know child psy-
jl chology and the place of guidance in her task if she is to be 
really effeoti ve. 
There seem to be two schools of thought regarding 
guidance in the elementary school. There are those who think 
of it as strictly the prerogative of specialists who work 
11 with parents and teachers or pupils in individual counseling; 
I others think of it as an inherent part of the teaching process. 
::_lJ Karl w. B"fgelow, Director, Commission on Teacher Education 
II 
1
1 
appointed by the American Council on Education, Washington, 11 
1
.n. C., 1944, PP• 154-175, in Teachers for Our Times. 
~ 
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It would be difficult to see how any good teacher could teach 
effectively without using guidance techniques, for properly 
conceived, "guidance is assistance given by a trained, exper• 
ienced, and mature person in whom the individual helped has 
. - - . . --. 
confidence •••• The trained, experienced and mature person may be 
any member of the entire school staff who can stimulate the 
1 child to achieve objectives leading to self-development."!/ 
Sometimes this can be best accomplished by the teacher and 
the specialists. 
"The modern professionally competent teacher must, 
among many other competencies, possess de~p understanding 
' of children and of effective techniques guiding thei~ exper"" 
iences toward effective living now and ~n the futur~."g/ 
h 
I 
lJ 
Marian Schiefele presses this point of view further: 
"It is necessary for the teacher to be aware of ·· the 
barriers that prevent the child's satisfaction of 
his needs and 6reate inner conflicts. It be6bm~s 
her responsibility to prevent the ·acc-umulation of 
too many stresses · in the youngsters · envfronment and 
to provide outlets for his tensions. Providing an 
atmosphere that removes barriers and satisfies needs, 
then, should be among her achievements."~ · 
'I 
I 
li In order to do this, the teacher must in Angelo Patr1 1 s I 
words, be well-adjusted -- one who •••• "can laugh, easily and I 
I 
!/ ~oy DeVerl Willey, Guidance in Elementary Education, 
and Brothers, New York, 1952, p. xi. 
- -
1 g/ Ibid., (foreward) p. ix. 
Harpers 
1 
I 
,I 
£I Marian Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Classroom; Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer•ity, Ameri- 1 
' can Book-Stratford Press, Inc., New York, 1953, P• 77. ~ 
I 
I 
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often. There is no tension anywhere in his body, he 
swings along easily, with a light step, a shining happy 
look in his eyes. He takes the mistakes, the annoyances 
that are daily occurrences in the - life of any teacher, 
with a smile and a · ahrug and says, 'Well, well, tomor-
row is another day. We'll begin again tomorrow.' The 
healthy-minded teacher never bears a grudge. Where 
there is something going wrong he goes directly to the 
source and says, 'How come? What's to do here? Tell 
me about it,' and if necessary, speaks clearly, ·· even · 
sharply, what is in his mind, a free clear mind. Orice 
having done so the matter is a et tl ed as · far a a he is 
concerned. He does not brood over wrong, either real 
or fancied. Nor does the healthl-minded teacher lose 
self-control in times of stress. y .. . 
At the heart of the guidance program in the elemen-
tary s choo 1 is the teacher. "Good guidance at the elementary 
level is just good teaching."g/ 
"Basically dependent upon the doctrine of individual 
differences, guidance is always directed toward the 
individual. It is concerned with helping -pupils to 
discover their needs and abilities, to develop -desir-
able purposive action, to plan for this action, and " 
to proceed toward the realization of t~ese goals •••• 
Guidance in the elementary school ls ·an integral part 
of the teaching and learning process."!/ 
Guidance essentially means understanding the child 
1 and helping the child to help himself. In order to do this 
the teacher must be aware of the deviations from normal 
1 and the behavior symptoms of physical, mental, and emotional 
I 
I 
This does not mean that the teacher should con- I. disturbances. 
I 
ceive of guidance as concerning itself primarily with problems 
I 
11 y Benjamin Fine, Opportunities in Teaching, Vocational Guidance 
Manuals, Inc., New York, 1952, PP• 35-36. 
1 
2/ Roy DeVerl Willey, Guidance in Element~Education, Harpers 
1 and Brothers, New York, 1952, p. 7. 
I y Ibid. ' p • 8. 
I 
'I 
I 
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of. serious maladjustment nor of herself as a specialist in the 
field on a level with those specialists whose function does l1 
II 
not lie in classroom teaching but in diagnosis and prescribed 
treatment. Psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, 
human relations people, visiting teachers, psychometrists, 
pediatricians, and others whose services are desired are 
available as resource people to aid in the desirable develop-
ment of children. The teacher and specialist should work 
cooperatively with each other and with administrator and par~ 
ents. The solution of the guidance problems of pupils re-
quires this teamwork. 
In order to effectively prepare for this teamwork, 
1' the teacher must learn to interpret scientific data and em ... 
ploy such techniques of observation as time sampling, descrip-
tions, and other forms of anecdotal records as well as have 
the skills necessary to measure and determine differences. 
The objectives of good guidance and good te~ching are the 
1
: same: All point to the desirability of helping pupils to ac-
hieve a. fuller and happier life - including the attainment o~ 
,, self-realization, effective human relationships, economic ef-
ficiency, and civic responsibility. Maximum physical, mental, 
I 
II 
1; and emotional health are fostered. This means the provision 
11 for opportunities to develop emotional stability, self-control 
I and security. Good guidance affords the means for social 
I\ 
I 
recognition and approval, opportuniti~s for successful achieve-
ment and recognition of maladjustment. 
I' 
'I I 
"6bjectives of a guidance program for gifted children.--
The objectives of a guidance program for gifted children 
should be based on the child's total development. These 
are some objectives of a development program: 
1. Insure early recognition and understanding of the 
abilities and needs of gifted children in any · group 
without individual publicity. or embarrassment. 
. . 
2. Provide the experience in home, · school, and comniunw 
ity that studY of the child shows to be desirable 
and necessary. 
3. Make all possible connections between the resources 
available and the individual's needs. 
4. Help the child to progress with satisfaction in the 
suitable program selected. 
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5. Help each child to develop ·a concept of his ·most lj 
acceptable self and his responsibility to society 
for his gifts. 
6. Encourage the child to move toward the goal of 
emotional maturity. 
7. Make sure that there is no sacrifice of any other 
child for the gifted child."!/ 
"Objectives for a guidance program for the teach er of the 
gifted children: 
1. "Know thyself." Be sure of your own mental health. 
Know your own strengths and needs. Feel happy and 
secure in your relationship with t h e children . Keep 
f ree from resenting the gifted child's superior•i ty 
if his mind is keener than yours. Be careful · not 
to minimize his abilities. On the other b.and, be 1' 
careful also not to exploit them. 
2. Know the child. Know his needs, feelings, and at-
titudes. While his problems are basically the same · 
as those of other children of his ·chronological ag e, 
they may have special implications and need special 
attention because of the reaction of others to his 
giftedness. 
~P'<fompi led for Boston University 1b~shop Seminar on the 
1 lfif ted, 1954. 
1\ 
II 
I 
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3. Guide the child. Help him to accept the inequality 
of his superior abilities, see his relationship to 
to others and his responsibility to society, and ap-
preciate the value of contributions made by others 
who have abilities different from his own. Respect 
his opihion, answer his ·questions intelligE:mtly, 
study with him any problem he seeks to solve, en-
courage him, discuss matters with him at his own 
mental (not chr6nological) · level, and respect his 
thinking powers. Likewise, expect from him work -
of a standard that is commensurate with his known 
ability. 
4. Provide environment that presents opportunities for 
varying interests and abilities to be challenged and -
developed. Firid appropriate materials, resource per-
sons, and experiences that can enrich his day-by-day 
activities. 
5. Allow him to work -independently in the areas of his · 
special interests. Help him thus to · use the initia.:. 
t ive and originality with which he has been endowed. 
- -
6. Integrate his individual projects with group activities 
(reports, demonstrations, etc.) so that he remains a 
group member and enjoys desirable status with peers. 
- -
7. Promote his interest and participation in physical 
activities and play through experiences with children 
of his own physical ma·turi ty, as well as with thea e 
of similar mental 1 evel. 
8. Provide for social development through balanced ex-
periences that promote ha ppy associations with other 
children - some with children of his chronological -age 
and some with children of his mental age. Remember 
that his intellectual -development may have been more 
rapid than his physical and emotional growth. .Adjust 
his school activities accordingly. 
9. Avoid demands for identical standards of achievement 
in all subject-matter areas, knowing that the gifted 
child is not always superior or interested in all of 
them. Of course1 development in deficient areas is 
to be encouraged, but not necessarily beyond the l1 
achievement to be expected in terms of his chronologi-
cal age. Examine work habits and attitudes as possible 
causes of deficiency, since some gifted children find 
intellectual tasks so easy that they tend to become 
careless in mechanical details. 
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10. Adapt drill work to the child's individual needs 
(reducing the amount but not eliminating it). 
Gifted children learn more rapidly than others, 
and they ofteri acquire some learnings, such · as 
punctuation and ·· spelling, almost unconsciously 
through reading. 
11. Provide opportunities for development of leader-
ship ability, but remember that leadership does 
not allow always a "spotlight" position and that 
the ability to follow is also important. 
12. Recognize special creative talents, such as in 
music or art, and give the child the responsibility 
of making the most of them. At times the use of 
such talents may provide the motivation for self-
improvement in personality growth and school adjust-
ment. 
13. Use wise methods of discipline. Remember that be-
cause of his intellectual maturity, the gifted 
child responds more readily tb.B.n mariy others · to a 
valid appeal to reason, the presentation of others' 
points of view, cons1.stent rewarding C>f merit, and 
hero worship. On the whole, he is reasonable and 
cooperative if adults are honest, ·kind, and intel• 
ligent in theii• dealings with him."!/ 
. . . . . 
As a public relations expert the teacher is the 
I liason person between the school and the home. The most ef-
11 fective development of the child depends upon how well she 
1 reflects the interest of the school to the parent in the 
1 overall education of the child whom she teachers. The ef-
fectiveness of the teacher as a good public relations person 
is intimated in Whittier's "Snowbound." Perhaps the need 
, is just more accentuated today. 
lj 
~/ quoted from Marian Scheifele, The_Q!fted Child in the 
Classroom, ·· Bureau of Publications-;-Teachers l)o!lege, Columbia. 
University, American Stratford-Book Press, Inc., New York, 
" 1953, pp. 80-82. 
I 
I 
I 
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"He teased the mitten-blinded cat, 
Played cross-pins on my uncle's ha. t, .-
Sang songs, and told us what befalls; 
In classic Dartmouth's college halls. 
Not competence and yet not want, 
He early gained the power to pay 
His cheerful, self-reliant · way; 
Could doff at ease his scholar's gown 
To peddl~ wares from town to town; 
Or through the long vacation's reach 
In lonely, lowland districts teach~ 
Where all the droll experience found 
At stranger hearth's in boarding round, 
The moonlit skater's keen delight~ 
The sleigh-drive -through the frosty night, 
The rustic party, with its rough -
Accompaniment of blind man's bluff~ 
And whirling plate, and forfeits paid, 
His winter task a pastime made. 
Happy the snow-locked homes wherein 
He tuned his merry violin, 
Or played the athlete in the barn~ 
Or held the good dame's winding yarn~ 
Or mirth-provoking versions told 
Of classic legends rare and old, 
Wherein the scenes of Greece and Rome 
Had all the commonplace of home. 
Large-brained, clear-eyed, of such as he 
Shall Freedom's young apostles be, -
Who following in war•s - bloody trail~ 
Shall every lingering wrong assail."l/ 
The education of this effective teacher can perhaps 
be dealt with in four phases: academic, workshops, inservice 
training, and self-improvement. 
Academic training of the teacher of the gifted.--
"Teachers for classes enrollir~ gifted children Lin New Yor~ 
1/ John Greenleaf ~hittier, The Complete Poetical Works of 
John Greenleaf Whittier, Houghton, Mifflin Company~ 1892, 
pp. 531-532. 
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•••• are advised to plan for at least five years of collEege 
preparation, if not more. During these five years they should 
gain enrichment of understanding and as wide a range of comw 
patencies as possible."1/ 
"Although several states have classes for the gifted and 
try to select teachers best qualified to teach the~, Pennsylw 
vania is the only state that has a special certificate for the 
teachers of the gifted."g/ A ?ulletin from the Pennsylvania . 
Department of Public Instruc t ion gives the following require• 
ments for certification of teachers of classes for the men-
tally advanced11 :3/ 
1. "Courses Basic to All Special Certification (six semes-
ter hours) 
Psychology (or Education) of Exceptional Children 
(selection within those groups) 
Diagnostic testing and Remedial Teaching 
Mental and Educational Hygiene (Preferred) 
2. Courses Basic to the Teaching of Mentally Advanced 
Children (six sememter hours) 
Arts and Crafts (three semester hours) 
Student Teaching in classes for Mentally Advanced 
Children (one semester nour) 
General Methods for Teaching the Mentally Advanced 
- . 
The emphasis in these courses should be on . the class• 
room instrumentation of the psychological principles 
relevant to mentally advanced children. 
!/Gertrude Howell Hildreth, -Eduoating Gifted Children, Harper 
and Brothers, New York, 1952, P• 225. 
y Romaine WlS.ckie and Lloyd Dunn, "State Standards for Teaching 
Exceptional Children," Journal of Teaching Education, 4:273 
December 1953·. 
£1 Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction, Standards for 
the Organization and ·Administration of special classes, Harris• 
burg: the Department, 1945. 
' ' 
oo 
3. Electives (twelve semester hours) 
Clinical Psychology 
Abnormal Psychology 
Tests and Measurements (preferred) 
Speech Correction 
Mental Tests (Individual) 
Educational and Vocational Guidance 
Related Courses in Sociology 
Graduate Work in one or more content fields (preferred)~ 
Teaching Experience (Outstandingly successful teaching 
experience in at least two or more different grade 
levels may be counted at a maximum of six semester 
hours at the rate of three semester hours a year.) 
At least two years of teaching experience before cer-
tification for teaching classes for mentally advanced 
is highly desirable."!l 
Mackie and Dunn also point out: "A significant fact 
is that only two teacher-education institutions in the United 
States offer a sequence of preparation in the area of the 
teaching of the gifted. Since the offering of special prepa-
ration for teachers is closely correlated with the supply and 
demand, it would be reasonable to believe that there are few 
requests for teachers in this area. Another fact that holds 
1 significance for our thinking is that in _no state_ de~artment 
of education is there a staff member whoa e major responsibility I - . . . . . . 
is educationof the gifted children."g/ Perhaps it should be 
noted here that there are many institutions offering certain . 
courses for the teacher of the gifted but that only two offer 
1
a sequence of preparation in this area. 
1]} Pennsylvania Dep:~.rtment of Public Instruction,· Standards 
for the Organization and Administration of special classes, 
Harrisburg: the Department, 1945~ 
y Romaine Mackie and Llo~d Dunn, · "State Standards for Teach-
l ing Exceptional Children, Journal of Teacher Education, 4:273 
December 1953. , 
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WorkshOE tr~ining for the teacher of the gifted.--Some 
universities bave made valuable contributions in this field 
through their workshops and summer sessions. Notably among 
these are the University of Texas, Pennsylvania State Uni var-
sity, and Boston University from whose findings the author has 
quoted earlier in th~s thesis, Kent State University, Syracuse 
University, Hunter College for Teachers, George Peabody College 
-' . ' -· 
for Teachers, University of Kansas, Northwestern ~niversit~, 
California (Pennsylvania) State Teacher's College, San Fran-
cisco State College, Teachers College of Columbia University, 
Stanford University and University of Vermont. 
In-serviQe training for the teacher of the gifted.--The 
education of a teacher does not end with graduation from col-
- . - . 
lege or university. This achievement merely means the teacher 
is on her way with a level of preparation where effective 
service may begin. When the teachers who have the desirable 
qualifications and have met the state requiranents begin their _ 
work, the school system in Which they work should begin its in• 
service training. 
In-service education is simply another way to he~p teachers, 
while teaching, to improve the quality of their work. Many 
effective methods of in-se~vice training, _education, and super- . 
vision have been developed. Mentioned here are those suggested 1 
by Witty as effective: 
1. "casual conversations with individual teachers in 
which they are -encouraged to express and develop 
their ideas about the education of the gifted. 
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1 2. exchanging accounts of successful procedures of 
work with gifted children 
3. case studies and conferences concerning children 
who are not developing their potentialities 
4. child study groups and parent study groups 
5. institutes, conferences, faculty meetings, workshops, 
uni vera i ty summer and ex tens ion courses, and semi;..; ·· 
nars devoted to the practical problems of educating 
gifted children 
6. excursions ·and visits to social and guidance agencies, 
industries, professional and technical schools, and 
other places of interest 
~. informal reading and study groups which are provided 
with fine professional books related to the education 
of the gifted."y' . 
Albert I. Oliver, at the fifty-ninth Annual Meeting 
of the American Psychological Association in Chicago, gave 
these recommendations for districts working on the education 
of the gifted. These he said could be used with value in an 
in-service training program within a school system: 
1. "Provide a coordinator to centralize activity and to 
funnel out ideas and materials. 1 
2. Form a planning commit tee made up of a chairman from 11 
each district to develop ideas and serve as inter-
preters to their local groups. 
3. Emphasize the exchange ideas, ~::;.pliact:rcea j· '·'and mater-
ials~ with classroom teachers being prominent in the 
work. 
4. Assure local groups that -they have freedom to ex-
periment with their own problems; that group deci-
sions are for the council report. Such reportsare 
1/ Paul Witty, Editor, The Gifted Child, The American Associa• 
1 tion for Gifted Children, A Genetic Study of Genius, D. c. I Heath and Company, Boston, 1951, p. 51. 
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vital to providing purpose to activities as well as 
giving the participants assurance that their efforts 
have taken definite form. 
5. ·Encourage teachers and administrators to work out 
plans for procedures as well as find areas of under-
standing. For example~ administrators in the su-
burban School Study Council have been generous in 
allowing teachers to be released for half days to 
attend study groups. 
. . 
6. Above all, do not copy blindly. A single district 
or a group of districts needs to work out its own 
salvation using cooperative techniques. Whatever 
the size of the group or the purpose of the study 
it is vital to remember--it is the child for whom 
the school bell tolls."l/ 
~~lfwiniEEOVement for the teacher of tp~ifted.-­
Formal education and actual experience are important factors 
in the preparation of effective teachers but unless there is 
constant self•1ntprovement the cause may be lost. Classroom 
efficiency must come not only as a result of learning obtained 
in school, and teaching experience but because of a strong 
I personal desire to improve in the performance of the . teacbin~. 
func~on. This constant striving for improvement should never 
end • (Or the person who lives abu~dantly) t't:ea::cj~&'S: , as one of 
my favorite teachers used to say, "out of the overflow" •••. 
the overflow of knowledge, of ability, of experience, of 
1 interest, and of noble living. Perhaps a list of these self• 
improvement practices might include: 
1. Gathering, classifying and filing certain teaching 
aids. There is a wealth of materials in sources 
1/ Reported by Nelda Davis in "The Gifted Child," a Spmpos ium 
reprinted .from The Journal of Teacher Education, September 
1954, Vol. V, No. 3, P• 224. 
I , 
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outside of textbooks. These resource materials 
greatly add · to pupil learning 1 interest 1 and un-
derstanding. This author would not suggest that 
any teacher collect just for the sake of collect-
ing but according to her subjects and interests. 
Lueck su,:gests in this connection:. 
"Pictures and photographs · - magazines like 
National Geographic, Look 1 Life, Nature, and 
state magazines like Arizo~a Highway, etc. 
Rocks - a geologic~l concept means more in the 
hand of an elementary school pupil than a des-
cription out of a book. 
Products · of the mine ~ coal, iron ore, crude 
cooper, galena, and other minerals mean more 
if he can touch and see samples. 
Products of industry - samples are interesting 
especially if gained through a visit to the 
factory. 
Plants - &eed catalogues, nursery catalogues~ 
etc. with their vivid colors and descriptions 
aid in the learning process. 
Materials from foreign lands - clothing from 
other lands is especially interesting to ele-
mentary ch1ldren 1 other articles indicative of 
their modes of living are helpful antl make the 
study more real. 
Relics- what study of Indians is · complete with-
out arrowheads and tomahawks? Museums and items 
out of the past add to a child's interest. 
2. Experimentation 
This is intimated in the qualities of flexibility, 
openmindedness, etc. 
3. Professional writing 
'Mutual sharlng of tested teaching methods should 
aid ma·terially ir:i advancing education.' Probably 
the teacher's humility more than ·anything else 
keeps many teachers out of print. 
4. Traveling 
The statement that 1 Traveling is a broadening · 
experience" is not necessarily true in the best 
sense. He who travels pedagogically - with · eyes 
and ears wide open should find travel a valuable 
I I 
f!5 
experience. Four suggestions for fruitful 
travel purposes might be these: Ma~e the 
travel purposeful, · keep a w1,i tteri record of your 
travel experiences, take pictures to illustrate, 
and bring back souvenirs that will give some 
evidence of the lives and activities of those 
you traveled to see."l/ 
5. Public Speaking 
"The inability of teachers to speak effectivelY · 
is a criticism often made by employing officials ••• 
Ltheretor~ to improve in speaking should be one 
of the goals of every public school teacher. It 
will enable him to be of greater service to the 
community and at the same time aid in advertising 
the school and his profession."Y Aids to this ·· 
improvement can be found in careful preparation, 
purposeful· practice and in studying the methods 
of great orators. One secret of Christ's success 
as a teacher is told by a contemporary of his in 
Matthew 7:29. "He taught them as one having 
authority, and not as the scribes." Who read 
from scroils of parchment what other scribes had 
written. 
Borden gives four -steps for preparing and .or-
ganizing a speech. These should be helpful to 
the teacher in and out of the classroom. They 
aret 
"Ho Hum 1 - The first sentence of an effective 
speech must crash through the initial apathy 
of an audience that is bored and yawning. If 
you do not believe 'Fifty new coffins were sent 1 
to this city last week end' is an effective 
way to introduce the subject of Safety Educa-
tion, then you have never tried it. 
Why bri_~hat~? • The audience lives on an 
island to which any speaker must build a bridge. 
The application of the message must be appar-
ent. It applies to the listener. 
1/ William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York 1953, p. 108. 
g/ Ibid., p. 111. 
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For instance.--The speaker cites specific cases•-
a number of them can clinch his point. 
So what'l•--The speaker should be specific in the 
response he solicits from his hearers •".!/ 
LConversation.--Perhaps a few words would be in order 
here about the art of conversa tiond "In comparison 
with the European, the American is known as an in-
ferior conversationalist." Lueck Y suggests a few 
simple rules or techniques which might prove help• 
ful: (adapted) 
Ascertain the interests of the person with whom 
you are conversing and talk about those things. 
Minimize references to yourself and your own 
interests 
Do not monopolize the conversation. Conversation 
is after all an excl~nge of ideas. 
Be a good listener. 
Avoid increasing tempo and volume when another 
is about to speak. 
When the person with whom you are conversing 
expresses an excellent idea, express approval 
of it. 
Copy the techniques of others who are good con" 
versationalists. Notice what they say and how 
they say it. - -
Keep abreast of recent and current events through 
wide and careful reading. This will give you 
something besides the _weather to talk about. 
Use humor judiciously. 
Look directly at the person · with whom you are con• 
versing. Cultivate an easy, pleasant gaze. 
, i/ Richard c. Borden, Public Speaking as Listeners Like It, 
~arper and Brothers, New York, 1935, pp. 3-18. 
y William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, p. 122. 
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6. Membership in Professional Societies 
Giant hours are spent and horizons are extended 
when members of a profession put their minds and 
efforts together and strive for worthwhile common , 
objectives. Membership in local, state, and 
national teacher organizations is not a preroga .. 
tive, ·it is a privilege and a mark of professional
1
j 
pride. 
7. Purposeful Interrogation 
The teacher learns by asking questions, too. Care~ 
fully thought out questions may be usea· to motivate 
pupils~ a timula t e thinking, elicit information·,· de-
termine the degree of understanding, diagnose a · 
pupil difficul"t, test for the degree of mastery, -
and/or silence the noisy pupil. In the community, 
a teacher will find that a thoughtful question 
gives the respondent an opportunity to feel his 
worth as he attempts to supply the inforw~tion 
soue;ht. 
8. Participation in Practical Activities 
This may involve civic responsibilities, community 
or church activities which indicate the teacher's ' 
affiliation with the children arid their environ~ 
ment in a manner extending beyond the classroom. 
9. Oont.inued systematic reading, general and professional 1 
.r. "' ~ teacher should be a person of culture. To ac• 
hieve this she must read selectively and exten• 
sively. The heritage of the htiman race rests in 
the great literature of the past~ The teacher is 
a channel through which this flow of the past -mer-
ges with the stream of the present and future. 
10. Self 4nalysis 
As someone once said, "The ability to criticize 
oneself implies thepower to improve." Weaknesses 
revealed in self~analysis can become goals for 
self-improvement. The instrument of self-analysis 
1 need not be elaborate--maybe just a note to one-
self in the day's plan book, maybe a personal · · 
notebook. Lueck !/ suggests one providing analysis 
in four different aspects: Teaching activities, 
cultural and social activities, community activi- 1 
ties, and professional activities. A copy and ita 
YWilliam rr:-Lueok, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, pp. 116-117. 
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system of rating follows: 
"To use the scale the teacher should . rate himself on each 
item according to a five•point scale. After s t udying the 
item, write a 11 5" in the blank column if you do very well 
in the activity stated in the item; 11 4*' if you consider 
yourself above average: "3" for average peu.,formance; "2" 
for inferior work; ·and 11 1 11 if you are definitely weak. · At 
the bottom of the column, write the sum of the ratings. 
This is your score which should be retained for future com• 
parisons. The average score will be 75. Every teacher · 
should try to exceed this score by a comfortable ma.rgin."l/ 
1/ William R. Lueck, An Introduction to Teaching, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, 1953, p. 116. 
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A. ~eaching Activities 
To Nhc.t extent do I: 
1 . Lncou rage pupiJ. z.cti v i ty r a ther than teacher effort? 
2. ~l'o st e r a group fcc ling c;~mong r.r.;r pupils? 
3. .~_:ncourage pupil inj.tiati ve e.ncl cre2.ti ve c·:rorlc'? 
~ · Give atter..tion to gl~oup pl anning? 
5. l:I&ve c. fri endl y anC:. 'Jho l eso .. c pupil-teachi ng :cel a·'· ionship? 
6. 0eek to discover and provide for pupil neeG.s ? 
7. Avoid using un ~esirc>.ble b ehc:.vio r , such as na.:;si ng c:>.nd scolc'.ing, 
to guio.e pu il g:cm-rth '2 
8. I::ncoure.ge -.,u:pil discussion c.nct surnmar:Lzation? 
9. Capi-i:,alize on pupil interests and contributions? 
B • Culturn1 and Social Ac t i vi ti cs 
To -.rh2.t extent do I:. 
10. Eeep nry-sclf informed on cuTrent social anct polit ical a f fairs on 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
lL, .• 
1). 
loc2.1, national , and i ntcrnationo.l l evels? 
·re.ve outC:.oor interests e>.ncl hobbi es? 
:c:.ve stc:.te · times for rer;ul ar excercise c:mci. re l c-:xation? 
Foster cont<.:w t s uith peopl e not in tho profession? 
St r ive for pc r s on.:<.l enrich.•nent th:cough reaC:.ing , t re.v e l , 
Engage in Horship and medite.t ion? 
c. Communi ~~r Activities 
To ~!hat extent o I: 
16. l~. r -tici·.~ate in cornmunit;;.r organizc;.t i ons e.nd functions? 
etc . '? 
17. l.Jetermine cornnmnity needs and malw t actful su . ge s-Gions concern-
ing t.lem? 
18. c'u ·)ort religious , charitabl e , and othex· ~~orth-\·Thile effort s 
Eith r.Jy contributions ? 
19. .Se<='.r ch the conu&mity for ideas usoful in the cla ssroom? 
l.i . Pror e ssional ~ c ~i vi t ies 
·ro 1rhat extent do I: 
20 . Con-G :.:i.bute to group thinking ancl share group responsibility i 
21. Seel~: further iirrprovement through study groups and university 
2. ·i:, ten dane e? 
22 . .J.ead -vridely and sel e c t ivel y from prof essional literature? 
2 3. Cons icier and c.e.refully ev a l ua.-i:,e ·che opinions of lYC' colleagues? 
2~ . Have emotional s t ability to ;rlthste.nd minor annoy ances'.? 
2 ) . Sup~.Jort and enter o.cti ve l y the a ctivities of pr-ofGssionc.. l 
organizations? 
TOTAL 
I 
1 
I 
I 
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11. Ethics 
Perhaps it goes without saying but it probably 
should · be said that teachers need a code of 
ethics, a set of rules or understandings to 
guide conduct in the many and varied relation-
ships with fellow teachers, administrators, and 
parents. So important d~d the National Educa- · 
tion Association consider this that they publi-
shed the following code: 
"The teacher should be courteous, just, and profes-
sional in all relationships. 
Desirable ethical standards require cordial relations 
between teacher and pupil, home and school. 
The conduct of the teacher should conform to the 
accepted pattern of behavior of the most wholesome 
members of the community. 
The teacher should strive to improve educational 
practice through study, travel, and experimentation. 
Unfavorable criticism of associates should be avoided 
except when made to proper officials. 
Testimonials regarding the teacher should be truth-
ful and confidential. 
Membership and active participation in local, - state~ 
and national professional associations are expected. 
The teacher should avoid endorsement of all educa-
tional materials for personal gain. 
Great care should be taken by the teacher to a void 
interference between other teachers and pupils. 
Fair salaryschedules should be sought andwhen 
established, carefully upheld by all profeesionals. 
. . 
No teacher should knowingly underbid a rival for a 
position. 
No teacher should accept compensation for helping 
another teacher to get a position or promotion. 
Honorable contracts when signed should be respected· 
by both parties and dissolved only by mutual consent 
Official business should be transacted only through 
properly designated officials. 
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The re8ponsibility £or reporting all matters P~rm£ul 
to the welfare o£ the school rests upon each teacher. 
Professional growth should be stimulated through 
suitable recognition and promotion within the ranks. 
Unethical practices should be reported to local, 
state, or national commissions on ethics. 
The term 'teacher' as used here includes all persons 
directly engaged in educational work. 111/ 
The general concensus of opinion of a seminar group is 
that the "teacher need not be a walking encyclopedia but 
that it is necessary that she know of encyclopedias and 
other sources. It is much more i mportant for her to pose 
stimulating questions and to guide the -child, if he- needs 
to be guided, to -his own investigations of them than to -
give the answers. The gifted's teacher needs a high de-
gree of intellectu~l curiosity, to know the techniques 
of scientific inquiry, to have the ability to generalize, 
to think critically and to be alert. She must have eyes 
that see all around h er and the imagination and ingenuity 
to realize how the things she sees can be put to work in 
the education of the gifted. 
The teacher of the gifted must be emotionally mature. 
She must realize her strengths and weakriesses and be -
free in this knowledge from petty jealousy of her more 
intellectually caJ:;ASble students. She must also be free 
from exploiting them~ The teacher of these children 
must have a social consciousness and a. social conscience. 
Most important of all she ' mlist sincerely like these 
children, understand them, appreciate their gifts, and · 
want to do the very best she can in providing for their 
education. 
The things that have been stated to this point make the 
teacher sound very dynamic and so she is--however, she 
needs still another quality. It is the quality of re-
straint. She has to know when to stop. She cannot push 
or impose but must discern, guide and motivate. She has 
to be relaxed and able to create a relaxed climate for 
the gifted to work in. It has been noted that the most 
creative enterprises have first been con~~~tualized- in 
times of leisure. It is extremely important for the 
gifted child to have this leisure. The teacher of the 
.I,TLillian-G-ray, "A -Second Front on Professional Ethics," 
N.E.A.. Journal, Vol. 33, May 1944, p. 118. 
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gifted also needs leisure in order to formulate creative 
programs. 
The gifted's teacher needs a wide knowledge and under-
standing of child growth and development. She should 
have controlled and extensive experience with boys and 
girls of all ages. This experience, if wisely utilized -
will ena ble her to identify the gifted more effectively. 
The teacher needs to realize that the gifted are children 
first and because of her wide experience with children-~ 
will not expect too much or too little of the gifted. 
The teacher should have a similar background in the 
fields of psychology. It is very important for her to 
learn through praatical applications that it isn't the 
quantity but the quality of her application of psychol-
ogy that is vital in the classroom. She should also · 
have the insight to realize when she is out of her depth 
in work with the gifted or his parents and be ready to 
call in the experts in the field. 
The gifted's teacher must know how to teach. She should 
be an expert in teaching methods and techniques and have 
mastered the basic subject matter. She needs to have· 
extensive knowledge of teaching materials and resources 
and how to make them available. 
A background of social agency training in addition to 
her teaching preparation would be very beneficial to the 
teacher of gifted children. She will be doing a great 
deal of counselling and guidance in her -work with the 
gifted and with their parents. She should have training 
and experience in this. - She should know how to ·work 
with a team effectively. Teamwork is an important secret 
in the success of special education~ The faculty of 
the school, the whole school system, -and the school and 
and the community all need to work together in ·order to 
achieve the best results. The teacher should understand 
group dynamics so she can help achieve harmony iri her ~ 
work with such people as parents, doctors, -special teachers l 
psychologists and leaders in the community. 
Any educational progr~m designed to enable the gifted 
student to achieve up to the level of his abilities must 
be the result of cooperative effort of school adminis- · 
tration, teachers, parents, corrnn:unity, and the children. 
The teachers role is a particularly important one. The 
competence and personality adjustment of the teacher will 
have significant bearing on the wholesome development of 
the child's total personality. It is very desirable, in 
the case of the gifted, that the teacher be of superior 
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intelligence~ that she have a rich fund of information, 
versatility of interests, an inquiring, curious mind 
and the ability to stimulate and inspire without at-
tempting to produce individuals poured from one and 
the same mold."l/ 
In this day of much talk about groups and grouping, 
teachers of the gifted especially need to keep in mind that 
they are teaching individuals. The most important thing in a 
teacher's busy day is not the book, the schedule, the time al" 
lotment or the extracurricular activities but the individual. 
George Clark's cartoon, reprinted by permission in Letter to 
Supervisors, shows a small lad st~dying a globe with deep in-
terest and apparent discernment. Perhaps he has asked some 
nationally depends on every child having an opportunity to rea-
l 
lize the best that is in him. It depends in a very special 
94 
way on every bright child's being discovered early, taught by ~ dii..V 
1 v-Vv'-' ~ '. :J . I 
-~- will help him make the most of his capacities, trained 
1, 
I 
i/ Mimeographed summary distributed in Seminar on the Gifted 
in the Boston University Workshop on the Exceptional Child, 
July, 1954. 
II 
adequately in fields suited to hi~ particular abilities, and 
educated to assume responsibility."!/ 
The Greeks sought to train their gifted in order to 
preserve the glory that was Greece; the Romans, to maintain 
the pomp and power of Roman rule; the Turks, to triumph for 
Mohammed and to extend their empire throughout Europe. This 
concept is not adequa·be today. We ne..ed in this year of our 
Lord 1955 a greater insight into world problems than ever be-
fore. It will never again in our country be sufficient to know I 
only the history, development and current problema of our own 
native land. The day of the provincial is past. Our gifteds 
must be discovered and trained for global thinking and living. 
The very preservation of our way of life, not to mention the 
great strides possible in abundant living among the peoples of 
the world, depends upon the extent to which the teacher can lo" 
cate and inspire these gifted and prepare them t~ use their 
abilities to become capable leaders in all fields including 
art, music, education, government and science. These teachers 
must understand the nature and needs of gifted children, appre-
elate them and have special skills to guide their growth and 
development to its full fruition. 
J}'Norma E. CUtts and Nicholas Mosely; Brigpt Children, G. P. 
Putnam's Sons, New York, 1953, P• 226. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
RESEARCH PLAN OR PROCEDURE FOR THIS STUDY 
Statistics of SEecial Education for Exceptional 
Children 1952-53, the last biennial report of the United States 
II 
Government, listed twenty-four school systems in the United 1 
States that had special classes for their mentally gifted 
pupils in the elementary schools. Education Dirac~, Part 2, 
1953-54, issued by the same department of the United States 
Government, listed the names of the Superintendents of these 
schools. 
~ careful study of these two publications was made. 
Then an instrument (checklist) was prepared to be sent both to 
these mentally gifted pupils and to those educators responsible 
for hiring teachers for these children. Another instrument, 
an opinionnaire, was sent to the educators also. 
The checklist and opinionnaire were first presented to ' 
twenty~five graduate students for discussion and appraisal. 
They were then refined and copies were made for mailing. 
Letters, enclosing a copy of the checklist and the 
opinionnaire, were then sent to the twenty~four school super-
- -
intendants listed in the bulletin referred to above, stating 
the purpose of the study, seeking their cooperation and asking 
to whom the checklists should be sent in order to reach · the 
gifted children. It was explaaned that the purpose of the 
study was to gather information regarding the ten teacher traits 
I deemed most desirable both by the gifte~ pupils and by those 1 
hiring teachers for these gifted pupils. The checklists 
~Oviided an opportunity to choose the ten "most desirable 
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1 teacher traits" from a list of thirty. The opinionnaire, used 
only by the educators, gathered administrative opinion and prac-
. I 
tices in connection with the education of the gifted in special 
classes in these samo school systems. 
Replies were received from twenty-three of the twenty- , 
four schools and checklists were then sent to key persons de-
signated by the superintendents to receive them. These in~ 
eluded School Psychologists, Assistant Superintendents, Direc-
tors of Special Education, Assistant Director of Educational 
Research, Principals, Associate Superintendent in char@e of 
Elementary Education, Supervisor of Special Education, Super• 
visor Major Work Classes, Assistant Director .Special Education 
and !cting ~ssistant Superintendents. The checklists were 
· actually administered to the children by their teachers but 
these key people expressed interest and assumed responsibility 
for mailing the children's checklists back to this writer. The 
completed checklists and opinionnaires of the educators were 
mailed direct.!/ 
!/See ~ppendix for copies of checklists and opinionnaires. 
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CHAPTER IV 
P..NALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
Reports were received from fourteen states and twenty-
three cities and towns. 
Errars.--Seven of the twenty-four schools contacted 
stated the United States report was in error. They did not 
have and had not had special classes for their gifted children. 
Five, however, expressed their interest in such a project and 
one said, 11 We don't have such a program but we wish we had." 
Discontinued.•-Five of the twenty•four school systems 
had discontinued special classes for their gifted children. 
Two respondents said they ~discontinued special classes be-
cause of space limitations." One said 11 discontinued special 
classes because of resignation of the teacher and no other ap~ 1 
plicant was available." One citied extra cost to the taxpayer 
as a "deterrent" and one stated simply "Special classes are no 
longer held here." 
Checklists.-•The checklists of one thousand and 
1 sixty-nine gifted children in eleven school systeil'J.S in seven 
states reveal the following choice of the "ten most desirable 
traits for teachers." (One child unwittingly highlighted two 
traits when be said, 11 If she has good health, she'll have 
patience all right.") The checklists of twenty•one educators 
.. . 
in ten states represents a small sampling of educator· c>,pinion 
but the results of their checklists, identical to those of 
the children, are listed in the order of their choice. 
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Listed below are the ten traits deemed most desirable 
• by children. They are listed in the order of their choice: 
l~ Fair to every pupil 
2 ~ Patience 
3~ Likes children and likes teaching 
4~ Kind, thoughtful, and considerate 
5~ Sense of humor 
6. Ability to explain things 
7 ~ Friendly 
s. Pleasing personality 
9. Genuinely lnterested in pupils and in their per-
sonal problems 
10. Willing to try new things 
Listed below are the ten teacher traits deemed most 
,;~-
desirable by educators. They are listed in the order of their 
choice: (Same numbers are used in the list to designate a tie.) 
1. Willing to try new things 
1~ Understands child growth and development 
2. Is genuinely interested in pupils and their per-
sonal problems . 
2~ Likes children and likes teaching 
3~ Pleasing personality 
4~ Sense of humor ·-
5. Outstanding teaching •bilitt 
5 ~ Can be inspired and can inspire others 
6. Enthusiastic 
7. .A.bili ty to get along with others 
8. Well trained (up~to-date methods and ideas) 
9~ High I~ 
10. Open-minded 
10. Inspires cooperation 
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It is obvious from these lists that the children polled 
were interested in a teacher as a person; educators, in a 
teacher who is a professiona l ~rsbha The children cpose a 
teacher in the sense of personal qualities; educators, a tech-
nician. 
* 21 educators 
Boston Univer sity 
Schoo l of Education 
Library 
I 
I· 
.9J2i.ni onna ~ 
Opinionnaires from twenty-one educators reveal the 
following opinions: 
1. Special training of teachers for gifted.-•Sixteen think 
teachers of the gifted should have special training above and 
beyond that required for the regular classroom teacher. 
Five did not think teachers of the gifted should have I 
specia 1 training above and beyond that required for the regular I 
I 
classroom. 
2. Membership of s.£ecial clas sell_.---1lembership in t h ese 
classes for the gifted is determ~ned in four of these school 
systems on the basis of I~ alone; membership in the other 
seventeen was based upon as many different ways as there were 
replies. These are the determining factors mentioned by edu• 
cators in placing the gifted in their special classes: 
"Social adjustment, emotional stability, achievement 
level, health factors, consistently outstanding in 
performance.tt _ 
11All around good performance in every area." 
''Ability must be proven and verified by tests. Then 
we have conferences with specialists and_Parents be-
fore we enroll them Lthe gifted childreBf in special 
classes in our school." 
"High IQ plus judgments of parents, teachers, and 
counselors." 
"Consistently high performance, teacher's opinion, 
parent's consent." 
"Health, emotional stability, social adaptability, 
maturity, op!nions of teachers and specialists." 
"social and physical growth." 
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"125-18011 
"125-190" 
"128 and up on three different tests." 
"above 125; sometimes because of fluctuations in 
quality, above 130." 
Four said, "130 and above" 
11 130-200" 
11 135w16811 
"Nothing below 140" 
11 140-185" 
"140-19Qtl 
"140-200" 
4. DiscontinueE.__~cial classes .-The reflections of an 
educator in a school system that was forced to discontinue 
special classes for the gifted because of crowded conditions 
reveal, "Our plan worked well. The children ~et in regular 
age, grade classes in the a.m. and in the p.m. sessions they 
worked in the special group for enriched program." 
Another in a school system where "space limitations 
made it mandatory for us to drop it 11 said "It opera ted in __ _ 
only one year. It was not successful." 
Another said, "Discontin-aed because of resignation of 
teacher - none other available. 
- --
Yet another educator said, "Some gif~ed children in . 
decline the opportunity to be segregated. These children 
are given enriched programs." 
1. '· 
1 10h 
5. ~fectively fue8t1ng the needs of the gifte~··•To the 
question ''Do you feel that special classes for the gifted ef-
fectively meet the needs of the gifted?" there were four who 
said unqualifiedly, "Yes." 
One said, "Definitely, in the city of tt 
-----· 
One said, "I answer this with a qualified yes. It 
meets the needs better than anything ~e have done yet. An efw 
fective guidance program is essential." 
One respondent said, "Under some circumstances, parti• 
cularly when there are enough children within _any one school 
to w~rrant special grouping for academic work." 
One said, "Yes, provided that the teacher has been 
carefully selected and trained and the curriculum greatly en• 
riched with foreign language, personalized typing, and the arts 
and crafts." 
Another said, "Yes, if truly enrichment classes." 
Another, "Special classes ~re one way of making defi~ 
nite provisions for gifted children. They are not the only way l 
pro viding for them, but I do believe that specific planning ie 
necessary for these chi l dren and special classes are e f fective." 
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One said, "We have special classes for the gifted. I 
believe though that rotating teachers, that is, keeping a teacher 
I 
with a group three to five years and then returning h er to the 1 
regular class for a period of time, you get better results. rr 
One said, "The needs of t he gifted can never be ade-
quately met by school challenges. Special placement with the 
II 
advantages of contact with equal capacities help." 
No.tt 
I One respondent answered the question with an "Emphatic 
Another said, 11 No, we must find better ways. Perhaps 
we aren't using the special class to optimum advantage." 
And yet another said, "There must be a better way." 
One educator said, 11 It depends upon the organization 
of the special classes and how they function. The teacher of 
the gifted is the key figure in this program." 
3 • 
"IQ performance, attitude toward school, physical and 
emotional health." 
"Achievement, social, emotional, and physical maturity" 
"Adjustments to special services are made on 
of mental examinations, teacher opinion , all 
available soci~l history and medical reports 
dicated." 
I the basis 1 facts of 
when in-
• "Group tests followed by Binet tests given at reputa• 
ble clinics together with on~ ability to read with 
comprehension or reading readiness in Grade I II~ and 
social maturity." 
"Principal and teacher recommendations • 11 
"IQ., · teacher opinions, reading scores, general a chi eve,!. 
merit." 
"Previous achievement and individual study by clinical : 
team. tt 1 
"Consistently superior performance on all levels" 
'!Social maturity as well as superior intell~qtual 
competency." 
••we give them the works. 
that they're gifted." 
They have to really prove 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The IQ range for special classes . in the school system!3 'I 
.PEl~_!:..... I 
est~ 200. 
The lowest mentioned as acceptable was 109; the high~ 
The Educator's replies included these ranges: 
"109 to 170" 
11 Upward from 11511 
II 118•145 tl 
Two said,"l20 and up" 
n120-180 
'!,l23-159rt 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
l ' 
,I 
I 
I 
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This bas been a very interesting study and the co-
operation of educators and gifted children has been most grati-
fying. I have come to the following conclusions as a result 
of this study:. 
1. Educators are aware of the educational needs of 
the gifted in the elementary grades. 
2. Educators are not agreed on the most effective · 
administrative procedure to meet the educational 
needs of gifted children. 
3. Educational opportunity commensurate with ability 
is not a new idea and experiments. tion will ·doubt..; 
less continue to try - to find .a satisfactory solu-
tion to this problem. 
4. Space, equipment, cost, and teaching personnel 
are factors in special classes for the gifted. 
5. Adequate educational opportunity for the gifted 
necessitates teamwork on the part of administra-
tors, teachers, specialists, parents and the 
comnru.nity. 
6. Early recognition of the gifted is essential and · 
many different identification techniques are used. 
7. Improved and constantly refined methods of identi-
fication are needed. 
8. Continuous education of parents and communities 
in order that adequa~e educational opportunity 
may be provided for all children. 
9. Some parents and children decline segregation 
(special classes) preferring to work with normal 
chronological age groups and in the regular classw 
room. 
10. Educators are not in agreement regarding the amount 
of training a teacher should have who teaches the 
gifted. 
11. In some schools the teacher of the gifted returns · 
to the regular classroom for teaching period~cally. 
12. Elementary school children have definite .ideas 
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about desirable teacher traits. 
13. The 1069 gifted elementary school children polled 
in this study indicated by their choice of desir• 
able teacher traits that they were interested in 
a teacher as a person; educators, polled in this 
study and responsible for hiring teachers for 
these gifted children, indicated by their choice 
of desirable teacher traits that they were inter~ 
ested in a teacher who was a prof~ssional person. 
14. The children 11 chose" a teacher (personal qualities) 
educators, a technician:------
15. The effectiveness of an adequate program of edu-
cation for the gifted depends upon the effective-
ness of the teacher both as a person and as a 
technician. 
16. The results of this poll seem to bear out the 
contention of · Nelda ·navis as ·quoted in chapter two 
of this study, "Raise the cb6.racteris tics of a 
good teaCher to the highest point of development, 
and you will have a gifted teacher for gifted 
pupils." 
Profitable study could be pursued further on the fol• 
lowing phases of ·this problem of the gifted child and his 
teacher: 
1. Comparison of gifted's preference of teacher 
traits with those of children in regular class• 
rooms. 
2. Refinement of identification techniques. 
3. The training of teachers for teaching the gifted. 
4. Curriculum for the gifted. 
5. Non-achievers 
6. Public relations - helping gifted children and 
their parents to· accept the fact of giftedness and 
and assuming some responsibility for its fullest 
development; helping the cormnunity- to accept the 
challenge of adequate educational provision for 
the gifted. 
' . 
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7. Practices and procedures in the education of the 
gifted in other countries. 
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APPENDIX 
Mr. 
Two Keane Road 
Natick, Massachusetts 
Date 
------------- ' Superintendent 
----------------------
- - --·- ---
Dear Mr. • 
----------------· 
According to the 1952-53 u. S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare pamphlet "statistics of Special Educa-
tion for Exceptional Children" (biennial report) there are 
twenty-four school systems in the United States having special 
classes for the gifted in the elementary grades. Your school 
is so listed. 
l l l 
As a ];llrt of my requirements for my Master's degree 
from Boston University School of Education, I am doing some re• 
search under Dr. Mark Murfin on The Gifted Child and His ~eacher. 
One phase of my thesis plan is to give the elementary 
grade children in these special classes and those responsible 
for hiring teachers for these gifted chi'ICi'ren ah opportunity· 
to check ten of the ~ desirable teacher traits from a pre-
pared list of thirty. I think it will be interesting to see 
whether those hiring teachers and those being taught check the 
same traits. 
Enclosed you will find a copy of my checklist. Will 
you please check the ten traits you think are most desirable 
for teachers of the gifted and return to me at your earliest 
convenience? Also advise me how many copies of the poll I 
should send and to whom I should send them in your system in 
order to give the gifted children themselves an opportunity to 
check them. 
I greatly a ppreciate your kindness in · doing this, and 
I wish for you and yours a very happy New Year. 
Very truly yours, 
Iris Kerr 
Enclosure 
Mr. ____________ __ 
Dear 
--------~------------
2 Keane Road 
Natick, Massachusetts 
Date 
I deeply appreciate your willingness to cooperate 
with me on my thesis project and I am sending to you 
copies of my list of desirable teacher traits as you _r _e_q_u_e-sted. 
Since mine is a "learn-while-you-earn" program (I teach a 
fifth grade in the Wellesley Public Schools) I would be very 
happy if I could have these checked and returned by February 
eighteenth when our winter vacation of one week begins. If, 
however, that is not convenient, send them at your earliest 
convenience. 
If at some future date you should be doing a re-
search study or if there is some way I could help you, 
please call on me. 
Sincerely and gratefully, 
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Two Keane Road 
Natick, Massachusetts 
Date 
Mr. _____________ ,Superintendent 
---- ---- - --
P ear b~. _____________________ ; 
11 3 
The deadline for my thesis "The Gifted Child and His Teacher" 
is drawing nearer. I have received replies from 20 of the 24· 
school systems in the United States having special classes for 
the gifted (according to the last U. s. Government biennial re-
port). It is because I want to hear from · the other four, one 
of which is that I write you now. 
I wish to poll only sour gifted elementarz ~ chool chil~~E 
in specia ~. c]..a§S~ and t e person, or persons, responsible for 
hiring teachers for these children. To expedite matter s and · 
to save you time, I am enclosing an Opinionnaire and bchecklist 
for you to complete and I am sending ___ copies of -the checklists 
to be completed by the gifted children themselves. The . u. s. · 
report mentions enrolled in your special classes i n 1952-53. 
If you need more:-f'll gladly send them. 
I teach a fifth grade in the Wellesley Schools so since mine 
is a learn-while-you-earn program, I have to plan my time as 
wisely as possible. In view of that, would it be possible for 
these to be completed and returned to me by March fifteenth 
or very soon thereafter? I would greatly appreciate it. 
If at some future date you or some member of your sta f f 
should be engaged in some educational research, I would be 
very happy to be of a ssistance. 
Sincerely, 
Suggested Tests for Identification of Gifted Children.-~ 
The following group of tests of intelligence were selected be• 
cause of the practicality of their being administered by the 
classroom teacher. The results of the group intelligence tests 
are to be used as points of departure or base.s from which the 
teacher determines who should be further tested individually. 
It is presupposed that the testa of special abilities will 
be given to those children whose performance is consistently 
remarkable in specific areas. 
Group Intelligence Tests 
Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence -Tests, Sixth Edition, 1952, 
Grades: Kgn, 1, . 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, -7. F. Kuhlman and Rose · c. 
Anderson. Personnel Press, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey. 
- . 
California Test of Mental Maturity and Adaptations, · Revised 
1951. Grades: Kgn-1, 1-3, 4-8. Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis 
s. Clark and Ernest ·w. Tiegs. California Test Bureau, Los 
Angeles, California. 
Indi vidua 1 _.fntel~igenge Tests 
Intellie;ence Tests for Children, Ages 2-11, 1950. - c. w. 
Valentine. Methuen and Company, Ltd., Strand, London, England. 
Revised Stanford-Binet Scales, 1937. Ages 2 and over. 
Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill. Houghton-Mifflin Company, 
Dal las, Texas. 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 1949. ' Ages 5-15. 
David Wechsler. Psychological Corporation, New York, N. Y. 
Arthur Point Scale of Performance Test, Revised from -II, 
1947. Ages 4-5 or 5-5 to superior adults~ Grace Arthur. 
Psychological Corporation, New York, N. Y. 
Achievement_ Tests 
Metropolitan Achievement Teats, Grades 1, 2, 3-4, 5-7.5. 
Gertrude Hildreth, et. al. World Book Company, Dallas, Texas. 
- -
Californ:ta Achievement Tests. Grades 1-4.5, 4.;;.6. Ernest S~ 
Tiegs and Willis W. Clark. California Test Bureau, Los Angeles, 
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Ca llfornia. 
Seashore Measures of Musical · Talent. Grades 5-8. Carl E. 
Seashore, Don Lewis and Joseph G. Saetveit. Psychological 
Corporation, New York, N. Y. 
Musical Aptitude Test: Series A. Grades 4-10. Harvey s. 
Vfuistler and Louis P. Thorpe. California Test Bureau, Los 
Angeles, California. 
Wing Standardized Tests of Musical Intelligence, 1948. Ages 
10 and over. H. D. Wing and Cecilia Wing. Sheffield Training 
College, Sheffield, England. 
Meier Art Test, Grades 7-12. Norman Charles Meier. Bureau 
of Educational Research and Service, State University .of Iowa. 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale, Birth to Maturity. Edgar - · 
A. Doll. Educational Test Bureau, Educational Publishers, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Children's Apperception test. Ages 3-10. Leopold Bellak 
and Sonya Sorel Bellak. c.P.S. co., P. o. Box 42, Gracie Sta-
tion, New York, N. Y. 
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California Cumulative Guidance Record for Elementary Schools. 
Grades 1-8, California School Supervisor's .Association. A. 
Chalisle and Company, San Francisco, California. 
Tests in FundamentS. 1 Abilities of Visual Arts. Alfred S ~ 
Lewerenz. Grades 3-12. California Test Bureau, Los Ang eles, 
California. 
Revised Minnesota Paper Formboard Test. Ages 9 and over. 
Rensis Likert and -William H. ~uasha. Psychological Corpora-
t ion, New York, N. Y. 
Stenqu.ist Mechanical Aptitude Test. Grades 6-12. John L. 
Stenquist. World Book Company, Dallas, Texas. 
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Listed below are thirty desirable teacher traits • 
.Check the ten you think are the most desirable. 
Pleasing personality 
-- . 
Neat appearance 
Good health 
_High r. Q. 
Sense of humor 
Patience 
Good moral character 
Ability to get along with 
---others (parents, teachers, 
etc.) 
Outstanding teaching ability 
~bility to explain things 
_Energetic 
_Enthusiastic 
Well trained (up-to•date 
---methods and ideas) 
___ Kind, thoughtful, and 
considerate 
Fair to every pupil 
Sincere 
_Interesting 
_Open•minded 
_Reasonable 
~-Friendly 
___ socially acceptable 
_WilTing to try new things 
(Creative and resourceful) 
___ Commands obedience 
___ Commands respect 
___ Inspires cooperation 
Likes children and likes 
-teaching 
___ can be inspired and can in• 1 
spire others 
___ Understands child .growth and ! 
development, individual dif" 
ferences, etc. I 
___ Has a good disposition and 
consistent behavior 
___ Is genuinely interestes in 
pupils and in their personal 
problems 11 
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Page 2 of Opinionnaire r 
I 
To the Superintendents only: I 
1. Do you think the teachers of gifted children should have 
any special training above and beyond that required for the 
I 
regular classroom teacher? Yes ___ _ No. ___ _ I 
2. How do you determine the membership of your Special Classes? 
By IQ alone? Yes ____ _ or No _____ (If No, how else?) ____ __ 
3. What is the I~ range in your Special Classes? 
4. If you have had Special Classes for the gifted at some time
1 
and they have been discontinued, will you state briefly 
YlliiD! and WHY? 
. I 
5. Do you feel that Special Classes for the gifted effectively, 
meet the needs of the gifted? 
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